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Topics: Design , Building Code , new york. New York City has a high density of tall
constructions, and as a result the population density is also very high. In addition, occupancy
of a building before approving fire protection requirements is unlawful, leading to hefty fines.
This article will provide an overview of the occupancy classifications where the NYC Building
Code makes automatic sprinklers mandatory. Keep in mind that automatic sprinklers are also
mandatory in constructions with a series of physical characteristics specified in the code,
regardless of occupancy classification. Any building or area of a building classified as Group A
must have automatic sprinklers. In the case of Groups A-1 through A-4, automatic sprinkler
coverage is required for the area itself, as well as any floors between the Group A occupancy
and the level where building exits are located. The requirements for each subgroup are
summarized in the following table, and if at least one condition is met, automatic sprinklers
become mandatory:. Group A Performance arts and motion Pictures. The exit discharge level is
exempt. Group A Worship, recreation, amusement and all Assembly occupancies not classified
under another subgroup. Group A Viewing indoor sports and activities, with spectator seating.
Group A Viewing outdoor activities. Automatic sprinklers are required in all the following
enclosed areas: 1 Concession concourse 2 Concession stands 3 Retail areas 4 Press boxes 5
All other accessory areas above 1, ft 2. Automatic sprinklers systems are required in
ambulatory health care facilities and animal service facilities. It is important to note that office
buildings also fall under this category, but automatic sprinkler requirements are based on
construction characteristics and not the occupancy classification itself. Ambulatory health care
facilities must be equipped with automatic sprinklers in all fire areas when their operation meets
either of the following conditions at any time:. Animal service facilities must always include
automatic sprinklers, except if they have hour personal supervision and smoke alarms.
Automatic sprinkler requirements in educational facilities are very general. They are mandatory
in all Group E fire areas exceeding 20, ft2, and all portions of educational buildings found below
the exit discharge level. However, there is an exemption when the following conditions are met:.
The NYC Building Code makes sprinkler system mandatory for occupancies in subgroup F-1
moderate-hazard industrial occupancy , if they meet any of the following conditions:. If any of
the following conditions is met, the automatic sprinkler must cover not only the F-1 occupancy,
but also the entire building that contains it:. There are also specific requirements in the case of
woodworking operations and repair garages. Woodworking operations where there is fine
combustible waste or materials must be equipped with sprinklers if their area exceeds 2, ft2.
Repair garages are subject to the requirement if they meet any of the following conditions:.
Since dangerous materials are handled in Group H occupancies, automatic sprinklers have
been made mandatory for all subgroups in this occupancy classification. Buildings that contain
high-hazard occupancies must be fully covered by automatic sprinklers if Group H is the
dominant use, or if there is any Group H-5 occupancy regardless of size. Automatic sprinkler
systems are also mandatory in all Group I occupancies, and mixed-occupancy buildings must
be fully covered in Group I predominates. However, automatic sprinklers systems can follow the
simplified requirements of NFPA 13R or 13D if the classification is I-1 housing or persons with
special needs. Mercantile occupancies must be equipped with sprinklers under either of the
following conditions:. In addition, automatic sprinkler coverage is required for entire buildings
that contain Group M occupancies meeting any of the following conditions:. In general, all fire
areas in residential buildings must be equipped with automatic sprinklers. However, there are a
few exceptions:. It is important to note that the exception only applies if these buildings are not
more than three stories high, and means of egress are built separately for each dwelling.
Storage occupancies have different requirements depending on whether the area in question is
classified as S-1 moderate hazard, flammable or combustible materials or S-2 low hazard,
non-flammable materials. In S-1 occupancies, automatic sprinklers become mandatory when the
fire area exceeds ft2. The requirement expands to the whole building containing the S-1 area
under any of the following conditions:. In S-2 occupancies, the minimum fire area that requires
automatic sprinklers is increased to 5, ft2, given the lower risk involved. In the case of enclosed
parking garages, automatic sprinklers are required regardless of area, but garages for R-3
occupancies are exempt. Automatic sprinklers are required for the whole building if it exceeds
5, ft2 and the dominant occupancy classification is S Determining when an NYC building
requires automatic sprinklers can be deceiving unless you are well-familiarized with the
occupancy groups and NYC Building Code requirements. The best recommendation is to get
professional assistance as soon as the project starts. This not only ensures compliance, but
also helps you optimize the automatic sprinkler system cost with smart design decisions.
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Pictures 1 Fire area above 12, ft 2. Group A Food and drink consumption 1 Fire area above 5, ft
2. Group A Viewing indoor sports and activities, with spectator seating 1 Fire area above 12, ft 2.
Group A Viewing outdoor activities Automatic sprinklers are required in all the following
enclosed areas: 1 Concession concourse 2 Concession stands 3 Retail areas 4 Press boxes 5
All other accessory areas above 1, ft 2 Occupancy Group B: Business Automatic sprinklers
systems are required in ambulatory health care facilities and animal service facilities.
Ambulatory health care facilities must be equipped with automatic sprinklers in all fire areas
when their operation meets either of the following conditions at any time: At least one patient
who is not capable of self-preservation and is located in a floor other than the exit discharge
level. Four of more patients that are not capable of self-preservation, even if they are located
within the exit discharge level. Occupancy Group E: Educational Automatic sprinkler
requirements in educational facilities are very general. However, there is an exemption when the
following conditions are met: Every classroom in the building has at least one exit door at
ground level. The exit doors lead directly outside without going through corridors, passages or
exit enclosures. Occupancy Group F: Factory The NYC Building Code makes sprinkler system
mandatory for occupancies in subgroup F-1 moderate-hazard industrial occupancy , if they
meet any of the following conditions: Fire area above 7, ft2. Group F-1 areas located more than
three stories high, regardless of fire area. If any of the following conditions is met, the automatic
sprinkler must cover not only the F-1 occupancy, but also the entire building that contains it: A
specific Group F-1 fire area exceeds 12, ft2. A specific Group F-1 fire area is located more than
three stories high. Combined F-1 fire area across all floors and mezzanines is above 24, ft2.
Repair garages are subject to the requirement if they meet any of the following conditions: At
least two stories high, and with a repair garage in a fire area above 10, ft2. Single-story
buildings with a repair garage in a fire area above 12, ft2. Group F-1 fire area where commercial
trucks or buses are repaired, if above 5, ft2. Buildings where vehicles are parked in the
basement and there is a dedicate repair garage for them. Occupancy Group H: High Hazard
Since dangerous materials are handled in Group H occupancies, automatic sprinklers have
been made mandatory for all subgroups in this occupancy classification. Occupancy Group I:
Institutional Automatic sprinkler systems are also mandatory in all Group I occupancies, and
mixed-occupancy buildings must be fully covered in Group I predominates. Occupancy Group
M: Mercantile Mercantile occupancies must be equipped with sprinklers under either of the
following conditions: Fire area above 7, ft2. Fire area of any size when it contains a stair or
escalator that is not enclosed and connects at least two floors. Any Group M occupancy with
high-piled storage or rack storage. In addition, automatic sprinkler coverage is required for
entire buildings that contain Group M occupancies meeting any of the following conditions: A
specific Group M fire area exceeds 12, ft2. A specific Group M fire area is located more than
three stories high. Combined Group M fire area across all floors and mezzanines is above 24,
ft2. Occupancy Group R: Residential In general, all fire areas in residential buildings must be
equipped with automatic sprinklers. However, there are a few exceptions: Detached one- and
two-family dwellings. Multiple single-family dwellings, better known as townhouses. Occupancy
Group S: Storage Storage occupancies have different requirements depending on whether the
area in question is classified as S-1 moderate hazard, flammable or combustible materials or
S-2 low hazard, non-flammable materials. The requirement expands to the whole building
containing the S-1 area under any of the following conditions: A specific Group S-1 fire area
exceeds 12, ft2. The building is above 1, ft2 and S-1 is the dominant occupancy. A specific
Group S-1 fire area is located more than three stories high. Combined Group S-1 fire area
across all floors and mezzanines is above 24, ft2. There is a tire storage area that exceeds either
ft2 in area or 7, ft3 in volume. Conclusion Determining when an NYC building requires automatic
sprinklers can be deceiving unless you are well-familiarized with the occupancy groups and
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Trademarks. Group A Food and drink consumption. Power is transmitted from the engine
through a continuously variable clutch system to the transaxle. Key elements of the drive
system include:. The machine is powered by an cc It produces 6. The advanced electronic
controls and fuel-injection system deliver superb starting, idling, and throttle response during
operation. The actual operating horsepower will be less. To complement the most capable frame
available in a high-performance utility vehicle, the XUV is equipped with four-wheel independent

suspension. The entire suspension system has been optimized to handle no cargo to maximum
cargo without compromising ride quality or vehicle stability. The tailgate can be opened or
removed for easier cleanout and to carry longer items. The tailgate has been improved, features
truck-like performance, and can be operated with one hand. The standard installed lanyards can
also be removed to lower the tailgate to degrees for convenient loading and unloading tasks.
The deluxe cargo box is easier to latch, unlatch, raise, and lower with the integrated handle
design and gas assist. A prop rod is provided to hold the box in the upright position for
operator convenience, as well as limit box pivot travel. The deluxe cargo box offers integrated
tie-down points for increased versatility. Tie down points are located in the following areas:. The
deluxe cargo box easily converts to a flat bed. These automotive-type systems exhibit excellent
handling characteristics, as well as responsive steering and low steering effort:. The
power-steering system interfaces mechanically with the steering system by being inserted
between the steering wheel and the rack-and-pinion assembly. A differential torque sensor is
integrated into the power steering assembly. The circuit board assembly is also integral with the
power-steering assembly. Power steering does not reduce turning radius but significantly
reduces steering effort by approximately 85 percent compared to those models without power
steering. The rear seat will convert to provide a flat surface for extra payload and there is sealed
under-seat rear storage for additional cargo. View Offer Details. Skip to main content. Electronic
Solutions. Rental Sales. View All Equipment. View Used Equipment. John Deere Financial. Make
a Payment. Sign In To My Account. Owner Information. Add to Cart Build Your Own. Find a
Dealer. View Product Brochure. Apply for Consumer Financing. Add to Cart. Variable-speed
drive. Differential rocker switch. Differential and 4WD rocker switches. Rear CV shaft diameter
measures 27 mm 1. Front CV shaft diameter measures Propshaft transaxle to MFWD shaft
diameter measures 23 mm 0. All CV shaft and propshaft joints are maintenance free and
protected by exclusive Neoprene boots for durability. Powerful gas engine delivers superb
starting, idling, and throttle response cc Electronic fuel injection for superb performance,
altitude adjustment, and cold-weather starting tested to Electronic ignition is continuously
variable for optimum engine power and provides fast, reliable starts. See-through coolant
recovery tank permits the operator to check the coolant level without having to remove the
radiator cap. Dual A-arm front and rear suspension provides a smooth ride over challenging
terrain and excellent hauling characteristics XUV front suspension detail. Heavy-duty nodular
cast-iron knuckles to support the strut, constant-velocity CV shaft, and wheel. XUV rear
suspension detail. Heavy-duty nodular cast-iron uprights support wheel loads with a double row
of ball bearings. Extra-durable deluxe cargo box ensures hard-working performance and
longevity Deluxe cargo box. Tailgate handle. Tailgate lowered to degrees. Integrated handle for
manual cargo-box tilt. Integrated tie-down point in cargo box bed. Additional tie-down points TH
6X4 shown. Deluxe cargo box converted to flat bed XUV shown. Brake and taillight with optional
protector. Bedmatâ€”protects the steel floor from dents. Cargo box power lift. Equipped with
power steering. Steel ball bearings secure the steering shaft and deliver smooth, responsive
operation. Electric power-assist steering system. EPAS interface diagram. Seating for four and
rear under-seat storage Seating for four. Rear seat down. Storage for additional cargo under
rear seat. Show More Show Less. Select Different Model. Export to Excel. Key Specs. Cargo box
capacity weight kg lb Towing capacity kg lb Front suspension Fully independent dual A-arm
with adjustable coils; mm 8 in. Transmission Continuously Variable Transmission CVT with
clutch enclosure Final drive Park, high, low, neutral, reverse transaxle Four wheel drive Dash
switch actuated four-wheel drive system with limited slip front differential, plus locking rear
differential Traction assist Positive locking, switch actuated rear differential lock Descent
control Yes. Front Fully independent dual A-arm with adjustable coils; mm 8 in. Wheelbase
Width mm 62 in. Height mm 75 in. Tread centers mm Ground clearance mm 11 in. Fuel capacity
Cargo box dimensions x Cargo box capacity weight kg lb Payload capacity kg lb Towing
capacity kg lb Hitch Standard receiver: 5. Additional information. Country of Manufacture U.
Date collected. Related Products. MSRP may be different in California. Shown with optional
equipment not included in the price. Attachments and implements sold separately. Taxes,
destination charge, freight, setup, and delivery not included. Equipment, models, features,
options, attachments and prices may vary by dealer. Actual vehicle top speed may vary based
on belt wear, tire selection, vehicle weight, fuel condition, terrain and other environmental
factors. The engine horsepower and torque information are provided by the engine
manufacturer to be used for comparison purposes only. Actual operating horsepower and
torque will be less. Fully independent dual A-arm with adjustable coils and sway bar; Dash
switch actuated four-wheel drive system with limited slip front differential plus locking rear
differential. Dash switch actuated four-wheel drive system with limited slip front differential,
plus locking rear differential. Digital display gear position, system diagnostic light, speed, rpm,

4WD indicator, rear differential indicator, fuel level, coolant temperature, hour meter, miles, and
service interval warning light. Power is transmitted from the engine through a continuously
variable clutch system to the transaxle. Key elements of the drive system include:. NOTE:
Delivery of torque to the ground and top speed depends on tire size, which is a function of
nominal size and pressure. How the variable-speed drive works:. NOTE: Differential design
reduces scuffing of the turf during turns because it allows the inside wheels to turn slower than
the outside wheels. Whether it is a completely open operator station or a factory installed cab,
the interior has been redesigned with comfort and ergonomics in mind. Automotive-style
controls on the center of the dash - easy and convenient to reach for the operator or
passengers. The machine is powered by an cc It produces 48 Nm The advanced engine delivers
superb starting, idling, and throttle response during operation. The engine offers the following
performance and reliability features:. The actual operating horsepower will be less. A dual
A-arm front and rear suspension provides a smooth ride over challenging terrain and excellent
hauling characteristics. The entire suspension system has been optimized to handle cargo
without compromising ride quality or vehicle stability. M-trim cab units factory installed and
R-trim units have heavy-duty front and rear shocks installed from the factory. The deluxe cargo
box consists of a 15 percent glass-filled polypropylene composite material that eliminates rust
and dents and reduces noise. The tailgate can be opened or removed for easier cleanout and to
carry longer items. The tailgate has been improved, features truck-like performance, and can be
operated with one hand. The standard-installed lanyards can also be removed to lower the
tailgate to degrees for convenient loading and unloading tasks. The deluxe cargo box is easier
to latch, unlatch, raise, and lower with the integrated handle design and gas assist. A prop rod
is provided to hold the box in the upright position for operator convenience, as well as limit box
pivot travel. The deluxe cargo box offers integrated tie-down points for increased versatility.
Tie-down points are located in the following areas:. On M- and R-trim vehicles, adding
attachments and accessories is made easier by the inclusion of some main wiring harnesses
that facilitate efficient hook-up. These automotive-type systems exhibit excellent handling
characteristics, as well as responsive steering and low steering effort:. With the EPAS system,
the operator maintains a direct mechanical linkage from the steering wheel to the front wheels.
The power steering system interfaces mechanically with the steering system by being inserted
between the steering wheel and the rack-and-pinion assembly. A differential torque sensor is
integrated into the power steering assembly. The circuit board assembly is also integral with the
power steering assembly. Power steering does not reduce turning radius but significantly
reduces steering effort by approximately 85 percent compared to models without power
steering. The R trim is cab only and comes with a tan interior and heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning HVAC as standard equipment. Electrical wiring for increased flexibility for
attachments also comes standard. View Offer Details. The 5-gal. Featuring the quick-clamp
mounting system, it mounts easily to the cargo rails of the cargo box with just one clamp. The
cargo bed extender conveniently extends the rear of the cargo bed, and also acts as a cargo
box divider when it is flipped inside of the cargo box. The cargo bed extender easily flips in or
out with the use of quick-pull pins. The deluxe cargo box bed mat not only protects the steel
floor from scratches and dents, it also provides additional cushioning and slip resistance to
items being hauled in the cargo box. The dividers can be positioned at the front or rear of the
cargo box bed. To change positions of the dividers, simply release the speedrail locks by hand
and slide into new position, then close the locks to secure the dividers. The extensions allow
operators to haul twice the volume not to exceed cargo box weight capacity of light material
such as grass clippings and mulch. NOTE: The cargo box side extensions are not intended to
increase the rated cargo box carrying capacity per the vehicle specification. The side tool rack
enables the user to maximize the use of their cargo box by carrying long-handled tools, such as
trimmers, shovels, and rakes, on the outside of the box. The holders are adjustable, allowing the
users to carry a wide array of items in the racks. Recommended to carry spare front tire, as the
front tire can be mounted on either the front or rear hubs. This is one of the most important
accessories for increasing work efficiency. It is an excellent complement to these highly
capable utility vehicles. An optional mm 2-in. The brake and taillight protector offers increased
protection to the taillight assembly from incidental contact. Cell phones, global positioning
system GPS , and other devices are key tools for farming today. John Deere has now made it
easier than ever to incorporate these tools into the operator station. For proper machine
operation, it is critical that accessory devices and tools be located and mounted where they are
accessible but do not interfere with visibility and controls. This custom toolbox was specifically
designed for users desiring more integrated sealed storage in a cargo box. The toolbox can be
installed in minutes by simply removing the cargo box sides and tailgate and bolting the
toolbox onto the cargo box. The toolbox requires the tailgate with brake and tail lights kit BM

and optional label kit:. This tailgate kit with brake lights and taillights is specifically designed for
compatibility with the top and side-door toolboxes BM and BM The tailgate can be installed in
minutes once the toolbox and tail lights are installed by bolting them to the tailgate bracket. The
toolbox can be installed in minutes by simply removing the cargo box sides and tailgate, and
bolting the toolbox onto the cargo box. Skip to main content. Electronic Solutions. Rental Sales.
View All Equipment. View Used Equipment. John Deere Financial. Make a Payment. Sign In To
My Account. Owner Information. Add to Cart Build Your Own. Find a Dealer. View Product
Brochure. Apply for Consumer Financing. Add to Cart. Variable-speed drive. Side view of CVT
intake and clutch enclosure. Differential lock switch and MFWD switch. Rear view of transaxle
and CV shafts. CV boot protection. Enhanced cab comfort Cab M cab door. R cab door. Side
windows and front window. Venting position. Headliner shown on an M-trim open station with
optional windshield, wipers, rear panel, and side mirrors installed. Door sealing. Styled roof R
roof shown. Front roof light. Rear roof light. Inner door handle. Outer door handle. M-trim HVAC
controls. HVAC controls and vents on the dash. Powerful diesel engine delivers superb starting,
idling, and throttle response cc Dual A-arm front and rear suspension provides a smooth ride
over challenging terrain and excellent hauling characteristics XUV front suspension detail. XUV
rear suspension detail. Extra-durable deluxe cargo box ensures hard-working performance and
longevity Deluxe cargo box with optional light protectors. Top view of cargo box. Tailgate
handle. Tailgate open. Tailgate lowered to degrees. Integrated handle for manual cargo box tilt.
Integrated tie-down point in cargo-box bed. Additional tie-down points TH 6X4 shown. XUV Cab
shown. XUVM Cab shown. Attachment-ready electrical system. Roof harness electrical port.
Main vehicle harness â€” winch connection. Equipped with power steering. Electric
power-assist steering system. EPAS interface diagram. R trim details. R-trim level tan interior.
Show More Show Less. Select Different Model. Export to Excel. Key Specs. Engine power Cargo
box capacity weight kg lb Towing capacity kg lb Front suspension Fully independent dual A-arm
with adjustable coils; Type 4-cycle diesel Displacement cc Power Transmission Continuously
Variable Transmission CVT with clutch enclosure Final drive Park, high, low, neutral, reverse
transaxle Four wheel drive Dash switch actuated four-wheel drive system with limited slip front
differential plus locking rear differential Traction assist Positive locking, switch actuated rear
differential lock Descent control Yes. Front Fully independent dual A-arm with adjustable coils;
Wheelbase mm Width mm With doors: mm Height mm 78 in. With roof: mm Tread centers Front:
mm Rear: mm Ground clearance mm Fuel capacity Cargo box dimensions x Cargo box capacity
weight kg lb Payload capacity kg lb Towing capacity kg lb Hitch Standard receiver: 5. Additional
information. Country of Manufacture U. Date collected. Hydraulic Straight Blade. Hydraulic
V-Blade. Cargo box pail holder. Cargo bed extender. Cargo box divider located at front of cargo
bed. Speedrail lock in the unlocked position. Speedrail lock in the locked position. Rear fender
flare kit. Tool rack with tools. Tool rack holder detail. Adjusting the tool rack holder. Spare tire
carrier. Adapter parts. Hitch Ball sold separately. Can be mounted in the standard rear receiver
hitch or the optional front receiver hitch. Right floor mat. Hood rack hinged forward. Quick pull
pins. Brush guard hinged forward. Auxiliary lights mounted on brush guard sold separately.
Brush guard extensions. Brush guard with extensions hinged forward. Brush guard with
extensions. Rear CV guards. Dash port harness â€” lower connectors. Horn switch. Beacon
light in down position. Backlit beacon light switch. Rear cab mounted. Brush guard mounted.
Driving beam pattern â€” mounted on brush guard. Side mirrors â€” open station. Side mirrors
â€” cab door. RAM X-Grip holder. RAM X-Grip. Tablet mount - MBUC Tablet mount â€” upper
mount location shown with cell phone mount â€” sold separately. Tablet mount â€” lower
mount location shown with cell phone mount â€” sold separately. Lower right speaker. Head
unit sold separately installed. Overall machine width at the wheels is increased by 2 in. Use on
utility vehicles The additional space provided on utility vehicles allows for more comfortable
operation between in. Spacers simply bolt to the axle hub and the wheels to the spacer. NOTE:
Wheel spacers are only compatible with steel wheels without the center caps installed. Use on
tractors Use the wheel spacer kit for tractors when installing tire chains with the standard 26x
heavy-duty all-purpose HDAP tires and for all four-wheel steer 4WS tractors using the LP
TerraGrip traction belts pair on 26x BM has additional hardware and an updated operator's
manual compared to the BM wheel spacer kit. Rear signal lights taillight protectors not
included. Hazards switch top. Turn signal switch right. Plug-in remote. Wireless winch remote
mounted on XUV Related Products. MSRP may be different in California. Shown with optional
equipment not included in the price. Attachments and implements sold separately. Taxes,
destination charge, freight, setup, and delivery not included. Equipment, models, features,
options, attachments and prices may vary by dealer. John Deere reserves the right to change
specifications, model features, design, and price of the products described here without notice.
Actual vehicle top speed may vary based on belt wear, tire selection, vehicle weight, fuel

condition, terrain and other environmental factors. The engine horsepower and torque
information are provided by the engine manufacturer to be used for comparison purposes only.
Actual operating horsepower and torque will be less. Fully independent dual A-arm with
adjustable coils; Fully independent dual A-arm with adjustable coils and sway bar; Dash switch
actuated four-wheel drive system with limited slip front differential plus locking rear differential.
Digital display gear position, system diagnostic light, speed, rpm, 4WD indicator, rear
differential indicator, fuel level, coolant temperature, hour meter, miles, and service interval
warning light. Four cup holders two additional for cab units In dash Under seat: International
hazard warning symbols You will need to be familiar with these symbols when undertaking
practical experiments in the laboratory. Corrosive These substances attack or destroy living
tissues, including eyes and skin. Harmful These substances are similar to toxic substances but
h. Teachers and students should note that a new system for labelling hazards is being
introduced between and and, in due course, you will need to become familiar with these new
symbols: Physical Hazards. In examination the way marks would be awarded to answers like
these may be different. The logging and manufacturing processes are expected to conform to
the environmental regulations of the country of origin. Telephone: 44 Fax: 44 Lines are open 9.
Visit our website at Apart from any use permitted under UK copyright law, no part of this
publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying and recording, or held within any information storage and
retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher or under licence from the
Copyright Licensing Agency Limited. Elements Compounds Mixtures Separating mixtures
Accuracy in experimental work in the laboratory Gels, sols, foams and emulsions Mixtures for
strength Checklist Additional questions. Inside atoms The arrangement of electrons in atoms
Ionic bonding Covalent bonding Glasses and ceramics Metallic bonding Checklist Additional
questions. Relative atomic mass Reacting masses Calculating moles Calculating formulae
Moles and chemical equations Checklist Additional questions. Electrolysis of lead ii bromide
Electrolysis of aluminium oxide Electrolysis of aqueous solutions Electrolysis of concentrated
hydrochloric acid Electrolysis of copper ii sulfate solution Electrolysis guidelines Electroplating
Checklist Additional questions. Substances from oil Fossil fuels What is a fuel? Alternative
sources of energy Chemical energy Changes of state Cells and batteries Checklist Additional
questions. Acids and alkalis Formation of salts Crystal hydrates Solubility of salts in water
Titration Checklist Additional questions. Metal reactions Decomposition of metal nitrates,
carbonates, oxides and hydroxides Reactivity of metals and their uses Identifying metal ions
Discovery of metals and their extraction Metal waste Rusting of iron Alloys Checklist Additional
questions. The air How do we get the useful gases we need from the air? Alkanes The chemical
behaviour of alkanes Alkenes The chemical behaviour of alkenes A special addition reaction of
alkene molecules Checklist Additional questions. Objectives for experimental skills and
investigations Suggestions for practical work and assessment Notes on qualitative analysis.
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Examination questions Past examination questions reproduced by permission of University of
Cambridge International Examinations. Proudly sourced and uploaded by [StormRG]. Booth; p.
Chillmaid; p. Thanks to Molymod. The different chapters in this book are split up into short
topics. At the end of many of these topics are questions to test whether you have understood
what you have read. At the end of each chapter there are larger study questions. Try to answer
as many of the questions as you can as you come across them because asking and answering
questions is at the heart of your study of chemistry. In many cases they are designed to test
your ability to apply your chemical knowledge. The questions may provide certain facts and ask
you to make an interpretation of them. In such cases, the factual information may not be
covered in the text. To help draw attention to the more important words, scientific terms are
printed in bold the first time they are used. There are also checklists at the end of each chapter
summarising the important points covered. As you read through the book, you will notice three
sorts of shaded area in the text. You will see from the box at the foot of this page that the book
is divided into four different areas of chemistry: Starter, Physical, Inorganic and Organic
chemistry. We feel, however, that some topics lead naturally on to other topics not in the same
area. So you can, of course, read and study the chapters in your own preferred order and the
colour coding will help you with this. We want to test your knowledge with interactive questions
that cover both the Core and Extended curriculum. These are organised by syllabus topic. We
hope you enjoy using them. Bryan Earl and Doug Wilford. It is extension work and will not be
examined. Solids, liquids and gases The kinetic theory of matter Explaining the states of matter
Changes of state An unusual state of matter An unusual change of state Heating and cooling
curves. Chemistry is about what matter is like and how it behaves, and our explanations and

predictions of its behaviour. What is matter? This word is used to cover all the substances and
materials from which the physical universe is composed. There are many millions of different
substances known, and all of them can be categorised as solids, liquids or gases Figure 1.
These are what we call the three states of matter. Solids usually increase slightly in size when
heated expansion Figure 1. A liquid, at a given temperature, has a fixed volume and will take up
the shape of any container into which it is poured. A gas, at a given temperature, has neither a
definite shape nor a definite volume. It will take up the shape of any container into which it is
placed and will spread out evenly within it. Unlike those of solids and liquids, the volumes of
gases are affected quite markedly by changes in temperature. Liquids and gases, unlike solids,
are relatively compressible. This means that their volume can be reduced by the application of
pressure. Gases are much more compressible than liquids. The evidence is consistent with the
idea that all matter is made up of tiny particles. This theory explains the physical properties of
matter in terms of the movement of its constituent particles. All matter is made up of tiny,
moving particles, invisible to the naked eye. Different substances have different types of
particles atoms, molecules or ions which have different sizes. The particles move all the time.
The higher the temperature, the faster they move on average. Heavier particles move more
slowly than lighter ones at a given temperature. The kinetic theory can be used as a scientific
model to explain how the arrangement of particles relates to the properties of the three states of
matter. Explaining the states of matter In a solid the particles attract one another. There are
attractive forces between the particles which hold them close together. The particles have little
freedom of movement and can only vibrate about a fixed position. They are arranged in a
regular manner, which explains why many solids form crystals. It is possible to model such
crystals by using spheres to represent the particles Figure 1. If the spheres are built up in a
regular way then the shape compares very closely with that of a part of a chrome alum crystal
Figure 1. Studies using X-ray crystallography Figure 1. When crystals of a pure substance form
under a given set of conditions, the particles present are always packed in the same way.
However, the particles may be packed in different ways in crystals of different substances. For
example, common salt sodium chloride has its particles arranged to give cubic crystals as
shown in Figure 1. In a liquid the particles are still close together but they move around in a
random way and often collide with one another. The forces of attraction between the particles in
a liquid are weaker than those in a solid. Particles in the liquid form of a substance have more
energy on average than the particles in the solid form of the same substance. In a gas the
particles are relatively far apart. They are free to move anywhere within the container in which
they are held. They move randomly at very high velocities, much more rapidly than those in a
liquid. They collide with each other, but less often than in a liquid, and they also collide with the
walls of the container. They exert virtually no forces of attraction on each other because they
are relatively far apart. Such forces, however, are very significant. If they did not exist we could
not have solids or liquids see Changes of state, p. The arrangement of particles in solids,
liquids and gases is shown in Figure 1. Collide less often than in liquid. Questions 1 When a
metal such as copper is heated it expands. Explain what happens to the metal particles as the
solid metal expands. Figure 1. If a solid is heated the particles vibrate faster as they gain
energy. This causes an increase in the volume of the solid, and the solid expands. Expansion
has taken place. Eventually, the heat energy causes the forces of attraction to weaken. The
regular pattern of the structure breaks down. The particles can now move around each other.
The solid has melted. The temperature at which this takes place is called the melting point of
the substance. The temperature of a pure melting solid will not rise until it has all melted. When
the substance has become a liquid there are still very significant forces of attraction between
the particles, which is why it is a liquid and not a gas. Solids which have high melting points
have stronger forces of attraction between their particles than those which have low melting
points. A list of some substances with their corresponding melting and boiling points is shown
in Table 1. Table 1. Changes of state are examples of physical changes. Whenever a physical
change of state occurs, the temperature remains constant during the change see Heating and
cooling curves, p. During a physical change no new substance is formed. An unusual state of
matter Liquid crystals are an unusual state of matter Figure 1. These substances look like
liquids and flow like liquids but have some order in the arrangement of the particles, and so in
some ways they behave like crystals. If the liquid is heated the particles will move around even
faster as their average energy increases. Some particles at the surface of the liquid have
enough energy to overcome the forces of attraction between themselves and the other particles
in the liquid and they escape to form a gas. The liquid begins to evaporate as a gas is formed.
Eventually, a temperature is reached at which the particles are trying to escape from the liquid
so quickly that bubbles of gas actually start to form inside the bulk of the liquid. This
temperature is 4. At the boiling point the pressure of the gas created above the liquid equals

that in the air â€” atmospheric pressure. Liquids with high boiling points have stronger forces
between their particles than liquids with low boiling points. When a gas is cooled the average
energy of the particles decreases and the particles move closer together. The forces of
attraction between the particles now become significant and cause the gas to condense into a
liquid. When a liquid is cooled it freezes to form a solid. In each of these changes energy is
given out. Liquid crystals are now part of our everyday life. They are widely used in displays for
digital watches, calculators and lap-top computers, and in televisions Figure 1. They are also
useful in thermometers because liquid crystals change colour as the temperature rises and
falls. An unusual change of state There are a few substances that change directly from a solid
to a gas when they are heated without ever becoming a liquid. This rapid spreading out of the
particles is called sublimation. Cooling causes a change from a gas directly back to a solid.
Examples of substances that behave in this way are carbon dioxide Figure 1. The graph shown
in Figure 1. You can see from the cur ve that changes of state have taken place. When the
temperature was first measured only ice was present. After a short time the cur ve flattens,
showing that even though heat energy is being put in, the temperature remains constant. The
changes of state are summarised in Figure 1. In ice the particles of water are close together and
are attracted to one another. For ice to melt the particles must obtain sufficient energy to
overcome the forces of attraction between the water particles to allow relative movement to take
place. This is where the heat energy is going. The temperature will begin to rise again only after
all the ice has melted. Generally, the heating curve for a pure solid always stops rising at its
melting point and gives rise to a sharp melting point. A sharp melting point indicates a pure
sample. The addition or presence of impurities lowers the melting point. You can try to find the
melting point of a substance using the apparatus shown in Figure 1. All gases diffuse to fill the
space available. In Figure 1. In the same way, if you want to boil a liquid such as water you have
to give it some extra energy. This can be seen on the graph Figure 1. Solids and liquids can be
identified from their characteristic melting and boiling points. The reverse processes of
condensing and freezing occur on cooling. This time, however, energy is given out when the
gas condenses to the liquid and the liquid freezes to give the solid. Questions 1 Write down as
many uses as you can for liquid crystals. Explain why this happens. Explain why. For this to
happen gas particles must be leaving open perfume bottles and be spreading out through the
air in the store. This spreading out of a gas is called diffusion and it takes place in a haphazard
and random way. Gases diffuse at different rates. If one piece of cotton wool is soaked in
concentrated ammonia solution and another is soaked in concentrated hydrochloric acid and
these are put at opposite ends of a dry glass tube, then after a few minutes a white cloud of
ammonium chloride appears Figure 1. This shows the position at which the two gases meet and
react. The white cloud forms in the position shown because the ammonia particles are lighter
and have a smaller relative molecular mass Chapter 4, p. Diffusion also takes place in liquids
Figure 1. This is because the particles of a liquid move much more slowly. When diffusion takes
place between a liquid and a gas it is known as intimate mixing. The kinetic theory can be used
to explain this process. It states that collisions are taking place randomly between particles in a
liquid or a gas and that there is sufficient space between the particles of one substance for the
particles of the other substance to move into. Questions 1 When a jar of coffee is opened,
people in all parts of the room soon notice the smell. Use the kinetic theory to explain how this
happens. Brownian motion Evidence for the movement of particles in liquids came to light in
when a botanist, Robert Brown, observed that fine pollen grains on the surface of water were
not stationary. Through his microscope he noticed that the grains were moving about in a
random way. It was 96 years later, in , that another scientist called Norbert Wiener explained
what Brown had observed. He said that the pollen grains were moving because the much
smaller and faster-moving water particles were constantly colliding with them Figure 1. This
random motion of visible particles pollen grains caused by much smaller, invisible ones water
particles is called Brownian motion Figure 1. It was used as evidence for the kinetic particle
model of matter p. Checklist After studying Chapter 1 you should know and understand the
following terms. This process is accompanied by the evolution of heat. Pure substances have a
sharp melting point. In your answer include an example to help with your explanation. However,
after 15 minutes it is soft enough to spread. In the evening the football feels softer. The beaker
was then covered and left for several days. Give explanations for the following observations.
Elements Atoms â€” the smallest particles Molecules Compounds More about formulae
Balancing chemical equations Instrumental techniques Mixtures What is the difference between
mixtures and compounds? The universe is made up of a very large number of substances
Figure 2. If this vast array of substances is examined more closely, it is found that they are
made up of some basic substances which were given the name elements in by Robert Boyle.
Figure 2. These are made up mainly from just 91 elements which occur naturally on the Earth. In

, John Dalton Figure 2. Atoms are much too small to be seen. This definition can be extended to
include the fact that each element is made up of only one kind of atom. For example, aluminium
is an element which is made up of only aluminium atoms. It is not possible to obtain a simpler
substance chemically from the aluminium atoms. You can only make more complicated
substances from it, such as aluminium oxide, aluminium nitrate or aluminium sulfate. There are
elements which have now been identified. Twenty-seven of these do not occur in nature and
have been made artificially by scientists. They include elements such as curium and
unnilpentium. Ninety-one of the elements occur naturally and range from some very reactive
gases, such as fluorine and chlorine, to gold and platinum, which are unreactive elements. All
elements can be classified according to their various properties. A simple way to do this is to
classify them as metals or non-metals Figures 2. Table 2. You will notice that many metals have
high densities, high melting points and high boiling points, and that most non-metals have low
densities, low melting points and low boiling points. A discussion of the chemical properties of
metals is given in Chapters 9 and The chemical properties of certain non-metals are discussed
in Chapters 9, 12 and Source: Earl B. Chemistry data book. Everything is made up of billions of
atoms. The atoms of all elements are extremely small; in fact they are too small to be seen. The
smallest atom known is hydrogen, with each atom being represented as a sphere having a
diameter of 0. Atoms of different elements have different diameters as well as different masses.
How many atoms of hydrogen would have to be placed side by side along the edge of your ruler
to fill just one of the 1 mm divisions? Chemists use shorthand symbols to label the elements
and their atoms. The symbol consists of one, two or three letters, the first of which must be a
capital. Where several elements have the same initial letter, a second letter of the name or
subsequent letter is added. For example, C is used for carbon, Ca for calcium and Cl for
chlorine. Some symbols seem to have no relationship to the name of the element, for example
Na for sodium and Pb for lead. These symbols come from their Latin names, natrium for sodium
and plumbum for lead. A list of some common elements and their symbols is given in Table 2.
Molecules The atoms of some elements are joined together in small groups. These small groups
of atoms are called molecules. For example, the atoms of the elements hydrogen, oxygen,
nitrogen, fluorine, chlorine, bromine and iodine are each joined in pairs and they are known as
diatomic molecules. In the case of phosphorus and sulfur the atoms are joined in larger
numbers, four and eight respectively P4, S8. In chemical shorthand the molecule of chlorine
shown in Figure 2. The Latin names of some of the elements are given in brackets. Molecules
are not always formed by atoms of the same type joining together. For example, water exists as
molecules containing oxygen and hydrogen atoms. Compounds Compounds are pure
substances which are formed when two or more elements chemically combine together. Water
is a simple compound formed from the elements hydrogen and oxygen Figure 2. The complete
list of the elements with their corresponding symbols is shown in the Periodic Table on p. The
gaseous elements helium, neon, argon, krypton, xenon and radon are composed of separate
and individual atoms. When an element exists as separate atoms, then the molecules are said to
be monatomic. Water molecules contain two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen, and
hence water has the chemical formula H2O. Elements other than hydrogen will also react with
oxygen to form compounds called oxides. For example, magnesium reacts violently with
oxygen gas to form the white powder magnesium oxide Figure 2. This reaction is accompanied
by a release of energy as new chemical bonds are formed. A redox reaction is one which
involves the two processes of reduction and oxidation. For example, the oxygen has to be
removed in the extraction of iron from iron iii oxide. This can be done in a blast furnace with
carbon monoxide. The iron iii oxide loses oxygen to the carbon monoxide and is reduced to
iron. Carbon monoxide is the reducing agent. A reducing agent is a substance that reduces
another substance during a redox reaction. Carbon monoxide is oxidised to carbon dioxide by
the iron iii oxide. The iron iii oxide is the oxidising agent. An oxidising agent is a substance
which oxidises another substance during a redox reaction. Both reduction and oxidation have
taken place in this chemical process, and so this is known as a redox reaction. More about
formulae The formula of a compound is made up from the symbols of the elements present and
numbers to show the ratio in which the different atoms are present. Carbon dioxide has the
formula CO2. This tells you that it contains one carbon atom for every two oxygen atoms. The 2
in the formula tells you that there are two oxygen atoms present in each molecule of carbon
dioxide. For further discussion see p. When a new substance is formed during a chemical
reaction, a chemical change has taken place. The process is known as oxidation. Reduction is
the opposite of oxidation. In this process oxygen is removed instead of being added. The ratio
of atoms within a chemical compound is usually constant. Compounds are made up of fixed
proportions of elements: they have a fixed composition. Chemists call this the Law of constant
composition. There are now two atoms of magnesium on the right-hand side and only one on

the left. By placing a 2 in front of the magnesium, we obtain the following balanced chemical
equation:. This balanced chemical equation now shows us that two atoms of magnesium react
with one molecule of oxygen gas when heated to produce two units of magnesium oxide. Word
equations are a useful way of representing chemical reactions but a better and more useful
method is to produce a balanced chemical equation. This type of equation gives the formulae of
the reactants and the products as well as showing the relative numbers of each particle
involved. Instrumental techniques Elements and compounds can be detected and identified by a
variety of instrumental methods. Scientists have developed instrumental techniques that allow
us to probe and discover which elements are present in the substance as well as how the atoms
are arranged within the substance. Many of the instrumental methods that have been developed
are quite sophisticated. Some methods are suited to identifying elements. For example, atomic
absorption spectroscopy allows the element to be identified and also allows the quantity of the
element that is present to be found Figure 2. Since there is the same number of each type of
atom on both sides of the equation this is a balanced chemical equation. When we replace the
words with symbols for the reactants and the products and include their physical state
symbols, it is important to remember that oxygen is a diatomic molecule: heat. The equation
now becomes: heat. It is used extensively throughout industry for this purpose. It will allow
even tiny amounts of a particular element to be found. Some methods are particularly suited to
the identification of compounds. For example, infrared spectroscopy is used to identify
compounds by showing the presence of particular groupings of atoms Figure 2. An example of
a common mixture is sea water Figure 2. It is used in analysis to obtain a so-called fingerprint
spectrum of a substance that will allow the substance to be identified. Infrared spectroscopy is
used by the pharmaceutical industry to identify and discriminate between drugs that are similar
in structure, for example penicillintype drugs. Used both with organic and inorganic molecules,
this method assumes that each compound has a unique infrared spectrum. Samples can be
solid, liquid or gas and are usually tiny. This method is also used to monitor environmental
pollution, and has biological uses in monitoring tissue physiology including oxygenation,
respiratory status and blood flow damage. Forensic scientists make use of both these
techniques because they are very accurate but they only require tiny amounts of sample â€”
often only small amounts of sample are found at crime scenes. Questions 1 Write the word and
balanced chemical equations for the reactions which take place between: a calcium and oxygen
b copper and oxygen. Other mixtures include the air, which is a mixture of elements such as
oxygen, nitrogen and neon and compounds such as carbon dioxide see Chapter 11, p. What is
the difference between mixtures and compounds? There are differences between compounds
and mixtures. This can be shown by considering the reaction between iron filings and sulfur. A
mixture of iron filings and sulfur looks different from the individual elements Figure 2. This
mixture has the properties of both iron and sulfur; for example, a magnet can be used to
separate the iron filings from the sulfur Figure 2. Substances in a mixture have not undergone a
chemical reaction and it is possible to separate them provided that there is a suitable difference
in their physical properties. If the mixture of iron and sulfur is heated a chemical reaction
occurs and a new substance is formed called iron ii sulfide Figure 2. In iron ii sulfide, FeS, one
atom of iron has combined with one atom of sulfur. No such ratio exists in a mixture of iron and
sulfur, because the atoms have not chemically combined. Some common mixtures are
discussed in Chapter 10 p. During the reaction heat energy is given out as new chemical bonds
are formed. This is called an exothermic reaction and accompanies a chemical change Chapter
6, pp. The iron ii sulfide formed has totally different properties to the mixture of iron and sulfur
Table 2. Iron ii sulfide, for example, would not be attracted towards a magnet. Very little action
when cold. When warm, a gas is produced with a lot of bubbling effervescence. Many mixtures
contain useful substances mixed with unwanted material. In order to obtain these useful
substances, chemists often have to separate them from the impurities. Chemists have
developed many different methods of separation, particularly for separating compounds from
complex mixtures. Which separation method they use depends on what is in the mixture and
the properties of the substances present. It also depends on whether the substances to be
separated are solids, liquids or gases. In this case the solid is said to be soluble and is called
the solute. The liquid it has dissolved in is called the solvent. An example of this type of
process is when sugar is added to tea or coffee. What other examples can you think of where
this type of process takes place? Sometimes the solid does not dissolve in the liquid. This solid
is said to be insoluble. For example, tea leaves themselves do not dissolve in boiling water
when tea is made from them, although the soluble materials from which tea is made are seen to
dissolve from them. When a cup of tea is poured through a tea strainer you are carrying out a
filtering process. Filtration is a common separation technique used in chemistry laboratories
throughout the world. It is used when a solid needs to be separated from a liquid. For example,

sand can be separated from a mixture with water by filtering through filter paper as shown in
Figure 2. Another way to separate a solid from a liquid is to use a centrifuge. This technique is
sometimes used instead of filtration. It is usually used when the solid particles are so small that
they spread out disperse throughout the liquid and remain in suspension. They do not settle to
the bottom of the container, as heavier particles would do, under the force of gravity. The
technique of centrifuging or centrifugation involves the suspension being spun round very fast
in a centrifuge so that the solid gets flung to the bottom of the tube Figure 2. The filter paper
contains holes that, although too small to be seen, are large enough to allow the molecules of
water through but not the sand particles. It acts like a sieve. The sand gets trapped in the filter
paper and the water passes through it. The sand is called the residue and the water is called the
filtrate. Decanting Vegetables do not dissolve in water. When you have boiled some vegetables
it is easy to separate them from the water by pouring it off. This process is called decanting.
This technique is used quite often to separate an insoluble solid, which has settled at the
bottom of a flask, from a liquid. The pure liquid can be decanted after the solid has been forced
to the bottom of the tube. This method of separation is used extensively to separate blood cells
from blood plasma Figure 2. In this case, the solid particles the blood cells are flung to the
bottom of the tube, allowing the liquid plasma to be decanted. Evaporation If the solid has
dissolved in the liquid it cannot be separated by filtering or centrifuging. Instead, the solution
can be heated so that the liquid evaporates completely and leaves the solid behind. The
simplest way to obtain salt from its solution is by slow evaporation as shown in Figure 2.
Crystallisation In many parts of the world salt is obtained from sea water on a vast scale. This is
done by using the heat of the sun to evaporate the water to leave a saturated solution of salt
known as brine. A saturated solution is defined as one that contains as much solute as can be
dissolved at a particular temperature. When the solution is saturated the salt begins to
crystallise, and it is removed using large scoops Figure 2. Simple distillation If we want to
obtain the solvent from a solution, then the process of distillation can be carried out. The
apparatus used in this process is shown in Figure 2. In recent years there have been many oil
tanker disasters, just like the one shown in Figure 2. These have resulted in millions of litres of
oil being washed into the sea. Oil and water do not mix easily. They are said to be immiscible.
When cleaning up disasters of this type, a range of chemicals can be added to the oil to make it
more soluble. This results in the oil and water mixing with each other. They are now said to be
miscible. The following techniques can be used to separate mixtures of liquids. Water can be
obtained from salt water using this method. The solution is heated in the flask until it boils. The
steam rises into the Liebig condenser, where it condenses back into water. The salt is left
behind in the flask. In hot and arid countries such as Saudi Arabia this sort of technique is used
on a much larger scale to obtain pure water for drinking Figure 2. This process is carried out in
a desalination plant. Liquids which are immiscible If two liquids are immiscible they can be
separated using a separating funnel. The mixture is poured into the funnel and the layers
allowed to separate. When the tap is opened the pink liquid can be run off. Liquids which are
miscible If miscible liquids are to be separated, then this can be done by fractional distillation.
The apparatus used for this process is shown in the photo and diagram in Figure 2. Fractional
distillation relies upon the liquids having different boiling points. When an ethanol and water
mixture is heated the vapours of ethanol and water boil off at different temperatures and can be
condensed and collected separately. When the mixture is heated the vapour produced is mainly
ethanol with some steam. Because water has the higher boiling point of the two, it condenses
out from the mixture with ethanol. This is what takes place in the fractionating column. The
water condenses and drips back into the flask while the ethanol vapour moves up the column
and into the condenser, where it condenses into liquid ethanol and is collected in the receiving
flask as the distillate. When all the ethanol has distilled over, the temperature reading on the
thermometer rises. At this point the receiver can be changed and the condensing water can now
be collected. Fractional distillation is used to separate miscible liquids such as those in crude
oil see Figure 2. If, for example, you wish to separate two solids, one of which sublimes, then
this property should dictate the method you employ. Iodine can be separated by heating the
mixture in a fume cupboard as shown in Figure 2. The iodine sublimes and re-forms on the cool
inverted funnel. In that case we were using one of the physical properties of iron, that is, the
fact that it is magnetic. In a similar way, it is possible to separate scrap iron from other metals
by using a large electromagnet like the one shown in Figure 2. Chromatography What happens
if you have to separate two or more solids that are soluble? This type of problem is encountered
when you have mixtures of coloured materials such as inks and dyes. A technique called
chromatography is widely used to separate these materials so that they can be identified. There
are several types of chromatography; however, they all follow the same basic principles. The
simplest kind is paper chromatography. To separate the differentcoloured dyes in a sample of

black ink, a spot of the ink is put on to a piece of chromatography paper. This paper is then set
in a suitable solvent as shown in Figure 2. As the solvent moves up the paper, the dyes are
carried with it and begin to separate. They separate because the substances have different
solubilities in the solvent and are absorbed to different degrees by the chromatography paper.
As a result, they are separated gradually as the solvent moves up the paper. The chromatogram
in Figure 2. Numerical measurements retardation factors known as Rf values can be obtained
from chromatograms. An Rf value is defined as the ratio of the distance travelled by the solute
for example P, Q or R to the distance travelled by the solvent. Chromatography and
electrophoresis separation according to electrical charge are used extensively in medical
research and forensic science laboratories to separate a variety of mixtures Figure 2. The
substances to be separated do not have to be coloured. Colourless substances can be made
visible by spraying the chromatogram with a locating agent. The locating agent will react with
the colourless substances to form a coloured product. In other situations the position of the
substances on the chromatogram may be located using ultraviolet light. Sugar can be obtained
from crushed sugar cane by adding water. The water dissolves the sugar from the sugar cane
Figure 2. This is an example. In a similar way some of the green substances can be removed
from ground-up grass using ethanol. The substances are extracted from a mixture by using a
solvent which dissolves only those substances required. Throughout the chemical,
pharmaceutical and food industries it is essential that the substances used are pure. If an
impurity is present then melting takes place over a range of temperatures. If the substance is
impure then the mixture will boil over a temperature range. If impurities are present then several
spots will be seen on the chromatogram see Figure 2. Criteria for purity Drugs are manufactured
to a very high degree of purity Figure 2. To ensure that the highest possible purity is obtained,
the drugs are dissolved in a suitable solvent and subjected to fractional crystallisation. It is
illegal to put anything harmful into food. Also, government legislation requires that a lot of
testing takes place before a new pharmaceutical is marketed. Many of these experiments
require apparatus that you have used in your study of chemistry to date. Certainly a knowledge
and understanding of the use of this scientific apparatus is required for successful
experimentation and investigations that you may carry out in your further study of chemistry.
Much of the work involves accurate measurements with particular pieces of apparatus in
particular experiments, many of which are shown in the section below. The most commonly
used thermometers in a laboratory are alcohol-in-glass. However, mercury in-glass
thermometers can be used but should be handled with great care. The mercury inside them is
poisonous and should not be handled if a thermometer breaks. The units of temperature are
those of the Celsius scale. For accuracy the thermometer should be capable of being read to a
tenth of a degree Celsius. When reading the thermometer always ensure that your eye is at the
same level as the liquid meniscus in the thermometer to ensure there are no parallax effects.
The meniscus is the way that the liquid curves at the edges of the capillary in which the liquid is
held in the thermometer. Experiments involving rates of reaction will require the use of an
accurate stopwatch â€” one that measures to a hundredth of a second. The units of time are
hours h , minutes min and seconds s. There are many different electronic balances which can
be used. The important detail with any of them is that they are accurate to one hundredth of a
gram. Generally colloids cannot be separated by filtration since the size of the dispersed
particles is smaller than that of the pores found in the filter paper. Look closely at the
substances shown in Figure 2. Different experiments involving liquids will require one or other
or all the various measuring apparatus for volume. The volume of a liquid is a measure of the
amount of space that it takes up. The units of volume are litres l and cubic centimetres cm3.
When reading the volume using one of the pieces of apparatus it is important to ensure that the
apparatus is vertical and that your eye is level with the top of the meniscus of the liquid being
measured. When you mix a solid with a liquid you sometimes get a gel. A gel is a semi-solid
which can move around but not as freely as a liquid. Within a gel the solid makes a kind of
network which traps the liquid and makes it unable to flow freely Figure 2. These mixtures are
often referred to as colloids. A gelatine gel is made with warm water. Gelatine is a protein.
Proteins are natural polymers Chapter 15, p. The large molecules disperse in water to form a
gel. As the gelatine-in-water mixture cools, the gelatine molecules are attracted to each other
and form a continuous network. In this way, the jelly you eat as a pudding is formed. The kind of
gel which you put into your hair is made from water and an oil Figure 2. A sol is similar to a gel;
however, the mixture will flow, for example emulsion paint, or PVA glue. The gas, carbon
dioxide, has formed tiny bubbles in the liquid but has not dissolved in it. If left to stand, foams
like this one collapse as the tiny bubbles join together to form bigger bubbles which then
escape. It is possible to form solid foams where the gases are trapped in a solid structure. This
happens in foam rubber and bread Figure 2. Emulsions are mixtures of liquids which are

immiscible. Earlier in this chapter you found out that when two liquids are immiscible they do
not mix but form two different layers. Oil and water are like this but if you shake the mixture it
becomes cloudy. The apparent mixing that you see is due to the fact that one of the liquids has
been broken into tiny droplets which float suspended in the other liquid. If the mixture of oil and
water is now left to stand the two layers will re-form. To make emulsions, such as mayonnaise,
an emulsifier is used to stop the droplets joining back together again to form a separate layer.
The emulsifier used when making mayonnaise is egg yolk. For example, ammonium
phosphatide E is used as the emulsifier in cocoa and chocolate. Other food additives such as
colourings and preservatives are also given E-numbers but in different ranges to that of the
emulsifiers. It is worth noting that gels, foams and emulsions are all examples of different kinds
of solutions. In true solutions the two phases completely mix together but in these systems the
two phases are separate. To produce a stable colloid, the particles dispersed must not only be
of the right size 1â€” nm but also be prevented from joining back together coagulating. One way
of doing this is to ensure that all the particles possess the same electrical charge. This causes
the particles to repel one another. A colloidal suspension can be destroyed by bringing the
dispersed particles together. This process is known as flocculation. A method of doing this
involves adding ionic substances such as aluminium chloride or aluminium sulfate to the
particular colloid. The dispersed particles interact with the added highly charged ions and form
particles which are large enough either to settle out under the force of gravity or simply be
filtered out. During the treatment of water, aluminium sulfate is added to water prior to filtering
to remove suspended solids Figure 2. The glass fibres give the plastic extra strength so that it
does not break when it is bent or moulded into shape. The finished product has the lightness of
plastic as well as the strength and flexibility of the glass fibres Figure 2. Questions 1 Explain the
following terms: a colloid c foam e sol. Glass-reinforced plastic GRP is an example of a
composite material combining the properties of two different materials. It is made by embedding
short With a little investigation you will find that many composite materials are found in the
natural world. Our bones, for example, are a composite material formed from strands of the
protein collagen and the mineral calcium phosphate Figure 2. The calcium phosphate is hard
and therefore gives strength to the bone. Another example is wood. Wood consists of cellulose
fibres mixed with lignin Figure 2. These properties reinforce the cells against collapse. Checklist
After studying Chapter 2 you should know and understand the following terms. It depends on
the quality of the measuring apparatus e. The denser particles are flung to the bottom of the
containing tubes. The liquid can then be decanted off. It is used to purify liquids and to separate
mixtures of liquids. The droplets of this liquid float suspended in the other liquid so that they do
not separate out into different layers. The gas forms tiny bubbles in the liquid but has not
dissolved in it. Examples are atomic absorption spectroscopy and infrared spectroscopy.
Silicon, sea water, calcium, argon, water, air, carbon monoxide, iron, sodium chloride, diamond,
brass, copper, dilute sulfuric acid, sulfur, oil, nitrogen, ammonia. Bromine, carbon dioxide,
helium, steel, air, oil, marble, copper, water, sand, tin, bronze, mercury, salt. He saw a red glow
spread through the mixture as the reaction continued. At the end of the experiment a black solid
had been formed. Explain the difference between the mixture of sulfur and iron and the
compound formed by the chemical reaction between them. Consider the data in the table. Inside
atoms Proton number and nucleon number Ions Isotopes The mass spectrometer Relative
atomic mass. Covalent bonding Other covalent compounds Covalent structures Properties of
covalent compounds Allotropy Allotropes of carbon. Ionic bonding Ionic structures Properties
of ionic compounds Formulae of ionic substances Oxidation states. We have already seen in
Chapter 2 that everything you see around you is made out of tiny particles called atoms Figure
3. Scientists in those days believed that atoms were solid particles like marbles. The protons
and neutrons are found in the centre of the atom, which is called the nucleus. The neutrons
have no charge and protons are positively charged. The nucleus occupies only a very small
volume of the atom but is very dense. The rest of the atom surrounding the nucleus is where
electrons are most likely to be found. The electrons are negatively charged and move around
very quickly in electron shells or energy levels. The electrons are held within the atom by an
electrostatic force of attraction between themselves and the positive charge of protons in the
nucleus Figure 3. The most important of these are electrons, protons and neutrons, although 70
sub-atomic particles have now been discovered. About electrons are equal in mass to the mass
of one proton or one neutron. A summary of each type of particle, its mass and relative charge
is shown in Table 3. You will notice that the masses of all these particles are measured in
atomic mass units amu. This is because they are so light that their masses cannot be measured
usefully in grams. Although atoms contain electrically charged particles, the atoms themselves
are electrically neutral they have no overall electric charge. This is because atoms contain equal
numbers of electrons and protons. For example, the diagram in Figure 3. The atom of helium

possesses two protons, two neutrons and two electrons. The electrical charge of the protons in
the nucleus is, therefore, balanced by the opposite charge of the two electrons. Hence, in the
example shown in Figure 3. If we consider the metallic element lithium, it has three protons and
four neutrons in its nucleus. It therefore has a nucleon number of 7. The proton number and
nucleon number of an element are usually written in the following shorthand way: nucleon
number A proton number Z. Table 3. The number of protons in the nucleus of an atom is called
the proton number or atomic number and is given the symbol Z. Hence in the diagram shown in
Figure 3. Each element has its own proton number and no two different elements have the same
proton number. For example, a different element, lithium, has a proton number of 3, since it has
three protons in its nucleus. Neutrons and protons have a similar mass. Electrons possess very
little mass. So the mass of any atom depends on the number of protons and neutrons in its
nucleus. The total number of protons and neutrons found in the nucleus of an atom is called the
nucleon number or mass number and is given the symbol A. An ion is an electrically charged
particle. When an atom loses one or more electrons it becomes a positively charged ion.
Isotopes Not all of the atoms in a sample of chlorine, for example, will be identical. Some atoms
of the same element can contain different numbers of neutrons and so have different nucleon
numbers. Atoms of the same element which have the same proton number but different neutron
numbers are called isotopes. The two isotopes of chlorine are shown in Figure 3. Generally,
isotopes behave in the same way during chemical reactions because they have the same
number of electrons on their outer shell see p. The only effect of the extra neutron is to alter the
mass of the atom and properties which depend on it, such as density. Some other examples of
atoms with isotopes are shown in Table 3. There are two types of isotopes: those which are
stable and those which are unstable. The isotopes which are unstable, as a result of the extra
neutrons in their nuclei, are radioactive and are called radioisotopes. For example, uranium,
which is used as a source of power in nuclear reactors p. The mass spectrometer How do we
know isotopes exist? They were first discovered by scientists using apparatus called a mass
spectrometer Figure 3. The first mass spectrometer was built by the British scientist Francis
Aston in and enabled scientists to compare the relative masses of atoms accurately for the first
time. A vacuum exists inside the mass spectrometer. A sample of the vapour of the element is
injected into the ionisation chamber where it is bombarded by electrons. These positive ions are
then accelerated towards a negatively charged plate, in the acceleration area. The spectrometer
is set up to ensure that when the ions leave the acceleration area they all have the same kinetic
energy, regardless of the mass of the ions. This means that the lighter ions travel faster than the
heavier ones, and effectively separates the ions according to their mass. Having left the
acceleration area, the time for the ions to reach the detector is recorded. The detector counts
the number of each of the ions which fall upon it and so a measure of the percentage
abundance of each isotope is obtained. A typical mass spectrum for chlorine is shown in Figure
3. Relative atomic mass The average mass of a large number of atoms of an element is called its
relative atomic mass symbol Ar. This quantity takes into account the percentage abundance of
all the isotopes of an element which exist. An atom of carbon was taken to have a mass of 12
amu. It is not possible to give the exact position of an electron in an energy level. However, we
can state that electrons can only occupy certain, definite energy levels and that they cannot
exist between them. Each of the electron energy levels can hold only a certain number of
electrons. First energy level holds up to two electrons. Second energy level holds up to eight
electrons. Third energy level holds up to 18 electrons. There are further energy levels which
contain increasing numbers of electrons. The third energy level can be occupied by a maximum
of 18 electrons. However, when eight electrons have occupied this level a certain stability is
given to the atom and the next two electrons go into the fourth energy level, and then the
remaining ten electrons complete the third energy level. The electrons fill the energy levels
starting from the energy level nearest to the nucleus, which has the lowest energy. When this is
full with two electrons the next electron goes into the second energy level. When this energy
level is full with eight electrons, then the electrons begin to fill the third and fourth energy levels
as stated above. For example, a O atom has a proton number of 8 and therefore has eight
electrons. Two of the eight electrons enter the first energy level, leaving six to occupy the
second energy level, as shown in Figure 3. The electron configuration for oxygen can be written
in a shorthand way as 2,6. The electrons, the lightest of the sub-atomic particles, move around
the nucleus at great distances from the nucleus relative to their size. They move very fast in
electron energy levels very much as the planets orbit the Sun. There are elements, and Table 3.
The way in which the electrons are distributed is called the electronic structure or electron
configuration. Figure 3. You will notice from Table 3. In Chapter 9 you will see that these
elements are known as the noble or inert gases and that they are generally very stable and
unreactive p. This is linked to the full outer shells that they possess. It would seem that when

elements react to form compounds they do so to achieve full electron energy levels. This idea
forms the basis of the electronic theory of chemical bonding. Questions 1 How many electrons
may be accommodated in the first three energy levels? Ionic bonding Ionic bonds are usually
found in compounds that contain metals combined with non-metals. When this type of bond is
formed, electrons are transferred from the metal atoms to the non-metal atoms during the In
doing this, the atoms become more stable by getting full outer energy levels. For example,
consider what happens when sodium and chlorine react together and combine to make sodium
chloride Figure 3. The sodium atom has become a sodium ion and the process is known as
ionisation. This sodium ion has an electron configuration like neon. To lose electrons in this
way is called oxidation. The chlorine atom has become a chloride ion with an electron
configuration like argon. To gain electrons in this way is called reduction. In the chemical
process producing sodium chloride both oxidation and reduction have taken place and so this
is known as a redox reaction. A further discussion of oxidation and reduction in terms of
electron transfer takes place in Chapter 5 p. To get your salt you would not eat sodium or inhale
chlorine! Sodium has just one electron in its outer energy level 11Na 2,8,1. Chlorine has seven
electrons in its outer energy level 17Cl 2,8,7. When these two elements react,. Only the outer
electrons are important in bonding, so we can simplify the diagrams by missing out the inner
energy levels Figure 3. The charges on the sodium and chloride ions are equal but opposite.
They balance each other and the resulting formula for sodium chloride is NaCl. These
oppositely charged ions attract each other and are pulled, or bonded, to one another by strong
electrostatic forces. This type of bonding is called ionic bonding. The alternative name,
electrovalent bonding, is derived from the fact that there are electrical charges on the atoms
involved in the bonding. Magnesium obtains a full outer energy level by losing two electrons.
These are transferred to the oxygen atom. The formula for magnesium oxide is MgO. When
these two elements react, the calcium atom gives each of the two chlorine atoms one electron.
The chemical formula is CaCl2. Scientists, using X-ray diffraction Figure 3. The electron density
map of sodium chloride is shown in Figure 3. X-rays are a form of electromagnetic radiation.
They have a much. When X-rays are passed through a crystal of sodium chloride, for example,
you get a pattern of spots called a diffraction pattern Figure 3. This pattern can be recorded on
photographic film and used to work out how the ions or atoms are arranged in the crystal.
Crystals give particular diffraction patterns depending on their structure, and this makes X-ray
diffraction a particularly powerful technique in the investigation of crystal structures. Question
1 Draw diagrams to represent the bonding in each of the following ionic compounds: a
potassium fluoride KF b lithium chloride LiCl c magnesium fluoride MgF2 d calcium oxide CaO.
Ionic structures Ionic structures are solids at room temperature and have high melting and
boiling points. The ions are packed together in a regular arrangement called a lattice. Within the
lattice, oppositely charged ions attract one another strongly. Many millions of sodium ions and
chloride ions would be arranged in this way in a crystal of sodium chloride to make up the giant
ionic structure. Each sodium ion in the lattice is surrounded by six chloride ions, and each
chloride ion is surrounded by six sodium ions. Not all ionic substances form the same
structures. Caesium chloride CsCl , for example, forms a different structure due to the larger
size of the caesium ion compared with that of the sodium ion. This gives rise to the structure
shown in Figure 3. Each caesium ion is surrounded by eight chloride ions and, in turn, each
chloride ion is surrounded by eight caesium ions. They are usually solids at room temperature,
with high melting points. This is due to the strong electrostatic forces holding the crystal lattice
together. A lot of energy is therefore needed to separate the ions and melt the substance. They
are usually hard substances. They usually cannot conduct electricity when solid, because the
ions are not free to move. They mainly dissolve in water. This is because water molecules are
able to bond with both the positive and the negative ions, which breaks up the lattice and keeps
the ions apart. For a further discussion of the solubility of substances see Chapter 8 p. They
usually conduct electricity when in the molten state or in aqueous solution. The forces of
attraction between the ions are weakened and the. This allows an electric current to be passed
through the molten compound see Chapter 5, p. Formulae of ionic substances On p. This
method can be used to write down formulae which show the ratio of the number of ions present
in any ionic compound. The formula of magnesium chloride is MgCl2. The size of the charge on
an ion is a measure of its valency or combining power. Some elements, such as copper and
iron, possess two ions with different valencies. Therefore it can form two different compounds
with chlorine, CuCl and CuCl2. We can also distinguish the difference by using Roman
numerals in their names: CuCl is copper i chloride and CuCl2 is copper ii chloride. You will
notice that Table 3. For example, the nitrate ion is a single unit composed of one nitrogen atom
and three oxygen atoms and has one single negative charge. The formula, therefore, of
magnesium nitrate would be Mg NO3 2. You will notice that the NO3 has been placed in brackets

with a 2 outside the bracket. This indicates that there are two nitrate ions present for every
magnesium ion. The ratio of the atoms present is therefore: Mg N O3 2 1Mg : 2N : 6O The charge
on the element ion is often referred to as its oxidation state. Oxidation states Each atom in an
element or compound is assigned an oxidation state to show how much it is reduced or
oxidised. The following points should be remembered when using oxidation states. Valency
oxidation state 1 Metals. Hence the oxidation states of all the individual elements in a
compound must add up to 0. The oxidation states of elements in compounds can vary, as seen
in Table 3. It is possible to recognise which of the different oxidation states a metal element is in
by the colour of its compounds Figure 3. During a redox reaction, the substance that brings
about oxidation is called an oxidising agent and is itself reduced during the process. A
substance that brings about reduction is a reducing agent and is itself oxidised during the
process see pp. For example, if a dilute solution of acidified potassium manganate vii pale
purple is added to a solution of iron ii sulfate, a colour change takes place as the reaction
occurs Figure 3. The iron ii sulfate pale green changes to pale yellow, showing the presence of
iron iii ions. In this reaction the iron ii ions have been oxidised to iron iii ions increase in
oxidation state and the manganate vii ions have been reduced to manganese ii ions decrease in
oxidation state which are very pale pink. Hence the manganate vii ions are the oxidising agent
and the iron ii ions are the reducing agent. It is possible to recognise redox processes by
looking at the oxidation states on the two sides of the chemical equation for a reaction. For
example, in the reaction between magnesium and dilute sulfuric acid, the magnesium dissolves
and hydrogen gas is produced. Both magnesium metal and hydrogen gas are free elements and
so have an oxidation state of 0. The sulfate ions are unchanged by the reaction and so can be
ignored. Therefore the magnesium has been oxidised by the sulfuric acid and so sulfuric acid is
the oxidising agent. Therefore the hydrogen has been reduced by the magnesium and so
magnesium is the reducing agent. Question 1 Identify the oxidising and reducing agents in the
following reactions. Questions 1 Using the information in Table 3. This occurs between
non-metal atoms, and the bond formed is called a covalent bond. The simplest example of this
type of bonding can be seen by considering the hydrogen molecule, H2. Each hydrogen atom in
the molecule has one electron. In order to obtain a full outer energy level and gain the electron
configuration of the noble gas helium, each of the hydrogen atoms must have two electrons. To
do this, the two hydrogen atoms allow their outer energy levels to overlap Figure 3. A molecule
of hydrogen is formed, with two hydrogen atoms sharing a pair of electrons Figure 3. This
shared pair of electrons is known as a single covalent bond and is represented by a single line
as in hydrogen:. Hâ€”H A similar example exists in the diatomic halogen molecule chlorine, Cl2
Figure 3. Methane natural gas is a gas whose molecules contain atoms of carbon and hydrogen.
The electron structures are:. The carbon atom needs four more electrons to attain the electron
configuration of the noble gas neon. Each hydrogen atom needs only one electron to form the
electron configuration of helium. You will note that only the outer electron energy levels are
shown. Ammonia is a gas containing the elements nitrogen and hydrogen. It is used in large
amounts to make fertilisers. The electron configurations of the two elements are: 7N 2,5. The
nitrogen atom needs three more electrons to obtain the noble gas structure of neon. Each
hydrogen requires only one electron to form the noble gas structure of helium. The nitrogen and
hydrogen atoms share electrons, forming three single covalent bonds Figure 3. Unlike methane
the shape of an ammonia molecule is pyramidal Figure 3. Water is a liquid containing the
elements hydrogen and oxygen. The electronic structures of the two elements are: 8O. The
oxygen atom needs two electrons to gain the electron configuration of neon. Each hydrogen
requires one more electron to gain the electron configuration of helium. Again, the oxygen and
hydrogen atoms share electrons, forming a water molecule with two single covalent bonds as
shown in Figure 3. A water molecule is V-shaped Figure 3. The pyramidal shape is caused by
the repulsion between the bonding pairs of electrons as well as the lone pair or non-bonding
pair of electrons. Carbon dioxide is a gas containing the elements carbon and oxygen. The
electronic structures of the two elements are:. Each oxygen needs to share two electrons to
gain the electron configuration of neon. This is achieved by forming two double covalent bonds
in which two pairs of electrons are shared in each case, as shown in Figure 3. Carbon dioxide is
a linear molecule Figure 3. In this case each carbon atom needs to share four electrons to gain
the electron configuration of neon. Covalent structures Compounds containing covalent bonds
have molecules whose structures can be classified as either simple molecular or giant
molecular. Simple molecular structures are simple, formed from only a few atoms. They have
strong covalent bonds between the atoms within a molecule intramolecular bonds but have
weak bonds between the molecules intermolecular bonds. Some of the strongest of these weak
intermolecular forces occur between water molecules. Examples of simple molecules are iodine
Figure 3. Giant molecular or macromolecular structures contain many hundreds of thousands of

atoms joined by strong covalent bonds. Examples of substances showing this type of structure
are diamond, graphite, silicon iv oxide Figure 3. Plastics are a tangled mass of very long
molecules in which the atoms are joined together by strong covalent bonds to form long chains.
This process aligns the long chains of atoms along the length of the fibre. For a further
discussion of plastics, see Chapter 14, pp. It should be noted that in ionic compounds the
interionic forces are much stronger than the intermolecular forces in simple covalent
substances and so the melting and boiling points are generally higher. Generally, they do not
conduct electricity when molten or dissolved in water. This is because they do not contain ions.
However, some molecules actually react with water to form ions. For example, hydrogen
chloride gas produces aqueous hydrogen ions and chloride ions when it dissolves in water: HCl
g. Generally, they do not dissolve in water. However, water is an excellent solvent and can
interact with and dissolve some covalent molecules better than others. Covalent substances are
generally soluble in organic solvents. For a further discussion of solubility of substances in
organic solvents see Chapters 14 and Allotropy When an element can exist in more than one
physical form in the same state it is said to exhibit allotropy or polymorphism. Each of the
different physical forms is called an allotrope. Allotropy is actually quite a common feature of
the elements the Periodic Table p. Some examples of elements which show allotropy are sulfur,
tin, iron and carbon. As simple molecular substances, they are usually gases, liquids or solids
with low melting and boiling points. The melting points are low because of the weak
intermolecular forces of attraction which exist between simple molecules. These are weaker
compared to the strong covalent bonds. Carbon is a non-metallic element which exists in more
than one solid structural form. Its allotropes are called graphite and diamond. Each of the
allotropes has a different structure Figures 3. The different physical properties that they exhibit
lead to the allotropes being used in different ways Table 3. Graphite Figure 3. This is a layer
structure. Within each layer each carbon atom is bonded to three others by strong covalent
bonds. Each layer is therefore like a giant molecule. With only three covalent bonds formed
between carbon atoms within the layers, an unbonded electron. In recent years a set of
interesting compounds known as graphitic compounds have been developed. In these
compounds different atoms have been fitted in between the layers of carbon atoms to produce a
substance with a greater electrical conductivity than pure graphite. Graphite is also used as a
component in certain sports equipment, such as tennis and squash rackets. Graphene
Discovered in , graphene is a so-called super material made up of single layers of graphite as
shown in the upper diagram of Figure 3. It is able to conduct electricity one million times better
than copper metal and has enormous potential in electronics. Diamond Figure 3. Each of the
carbon atoms in the giant structure is covalently bonded to four others. They form a tetrahedral
arrangement similar to that found in silicon iv oxide p. This bonding scheme gives rise to a
very. All the outer energy level electrons of the carbon atoms are used to form covalent bonds,
so there are no electrons available to enable diamond to conduct electricity. It is possible to
manufacture the different allotropes of carbon. Diamond made by this method is known as
industrial diamond. Graphite can be made by heating a mixture of coke and sand at a very high
temperature in an electric arc furnace for about 24 hours. Buckminsterfullerene â€” an unusual
form of carbon In a new allotrope of carbon was obtained by Richard Smalley and Robert Curl of
Rice University, Texas. It was formed by the action of a laser beam on a sample of graphite. The
structure of buckminsterfullerene can be seen in Figure 3. This spherical structure is composed
of 60 carbon atoms covalently bonded together. It is thought that this type of molecule exists in
chimney soot. Chemists have suggested that due to the large surface area of the bucky balls
they may have uses as catalysts Chapter 7, p. Also they may have uses as superconductors.
Buckminsterfullerene is named after an American architect, Buckminster Fuller, who built
complex geometrical structures Figure 3. Questions 1 Explain the difference between ionic and
covalent bonding. Discuss in what ways the electronic structure of the noble gases is important
in both of these theories of bonding. Glass can be made by heating silicon iv oxide with other
substances until a thick viscous liquid is formed. As this liquid cools, the atoms present cannot
move freely enough to return to their arrangement within the pure silicon iv oxide structure.
Instead they are forced to form a disordered arrangement as shown in Figure 3. Glass is called a
supercooled liquid. The glass used in bottles and windows is soda glass. This type of glass is
made by heating a mixture of sand silicon iv oxide , soda sodium carbonate and lime calcium
oxide. Pyrex is a borosilicate glass Figure 3. It is made by incorporating some boron oxide into
the silicon iv oxide structure so that silicon atoms are replaced by boron atoms. This type of
glass is tougher than soda glass and more resistant to temperature changes. It is, therefore,
used in the manufacture of cooking utensils and laboratory glassware. Clay dug from the
ground contains a mixture of several materials. The main one is a mineral called kaolinite,
Al2Si2O5 OH 4, in which the atoms are arranged in layers in a giant structure. While wet, the

clay can be moulded because the kaolinite crystals move over one another. However, when it is
dry the clay becomes rigid because the crystals stick together. A complicated series of
chemical changes take place, new minerals are formed and some of the substances in the clay
react to form a type of glass. The material produced at the end of the firing, the ceramic,
consists of many minute mineral crystals bonded together with glass. There are now many
more uses of these new ceramic materials. For example, vehicle components such as ceramic
bearings do not need lubrication â€” even at high speeds. In the power supply industry, they are
used as insulators due to the fact that they do not conduct electricity Figure 3. Questions 1
Draw up a table to summarise the properties of the different types of substances you have met
in this chapter. Your table should include examples from ionic substances, covalent substances
simple and giant , ceramics and glasses. When the metal atoms lose these electrons, they form
a lattice of positive ions. Therefore, metals consist of positive ions embedded in moving clouds
of electrons. The negatively charged electrons attract all the positive metal ions and bond them
together with strong electrostatic forces of attraction as a single unit. This is the metallic bond.
When a metal is connected in a circuit, the electrons move towards the positive terminal while
at the same time electrons are fed into the other end of the metal from the negative terminal.
Unlike the fixed bonds in diamond, metallic bonds are not rigid but are still strong. If a force is
applied to a metal, rows of ions can slide over one another. They reposition themselves and the
strong bonds re-form as shown in Figure 3. Malleable means that metals can be hammered into
different shapes. Ductile means that the metals can be pulled out into thin wires. Different
metals show different types of packing and in doing so they produce the arrangements of ions
shown in Figure 3. Properties of metals Metals have the following properties. Checklist After
studying Chapter 3 you should know and understand the following terms. Other modern
ceramics include zirconium oxide and silicon nitride. They differ in nucleon number mass
number. Ions are separated according to their mass. The total number of protons and neutrons
found in the nucleus of an atom. Gives an increase in oxidation number. Protons occur in all
nuclei. The number of protons in the nucleus of an atom. The number of electrons present in an
atom. The order of the element within the Periodic Table p. They disintegrate spontaneously to
give off one or more types of radiation. Gives a decrease in oxidation number. The valency of an
ion is equal to its charge. Additional questions 1 a Define the terms: proton, neutron and
electron. With reference to this example, explain what you understand by the term isotope.
Calculate the Atoms of argon have 18 electrons. The proton numbers of sodium and chlorine
are 11 and 17, respectively. Include in your table: i the physical state at room temperature ii
solubility in or reaction with water iii colour iv electrical conductivity. The atoms of these
elements differ in mass because of the different numbers of protons, neutrons and electrons
they contain. The actual mass of one atom is very small. For example, the mass of a single atom
of sulfur is around: 0. In this scale an atom of carbon is given a relative atomic mass, Ar, of All
other atoms of the other elements are given a relative atomic mass compared to that of carbon.
An H atom is the mass of a C atom. For example, what mass of carbon dioxide would be
produced if 6 g of carbon was completely combusted? In the example above we can work out
the relative formula mass of molecules such as O2 and CO2 using the relative atomic masses of
the atoms they are made from. The RFM is the sum of the relative atomic masses of all those
elements shown in the formula of the substance. So 6 g of carbon burning would result in the
formation of 22 g of carbon dioxide gas. Let us look at another example. What mass of
hydrogen gas would be produced if 46 g of sodium was reacted with water? Relative atomic
mass of sodium is These relative masses can now be converted into actual or reacting masses
by putting in mass units, for example, grams. Questions 1 What mass of carbon dioxide gas
would be produced if 10 g of calcium carbonate reacted with an excess of hydrochloric acid?
Chemists often need to know how much of a substance has been formed or used up during a
chemical reaction Figure 4. This is particularly important in the chemical industry, where the
substances being reacted the reactants and the substances being produced the products are
worth thousands of pounds. Waste costs money! Figure 4. To solve this problem they need a
way of counting atoms, ions or molecules. Atoms, ions and molecules are very tiny particles
and it is impossible to measure out a dozen or even a hundred of them. Instead, chemists weigh
out a very large number of particles. This is the basis of the relative atomic mass scale. Moles
and elements For example, the relative atomic mass Ar of iron is 56, so one mole of iron is 56 g.
The Ar for aluminium is Therefore, 27 g of aluminium is one mole of aluminium atoms. The mass
of a substance present in any number of moles can be calculated using the relationship:. Moles
and compounds The idea of the mole has been used so far only with elements and atoms.
However, it can also be used with compounds Figure 4. Example 1 Calculate the mass of a 2
moles and b 0. Example 2 Calculate the number of moles of aluminium present in a g and b
What is the mass of 1 mole of water H2O molecules? If you write the molar mass of a compound

without any units then it is the relative formula mass, often called the relative molecular mass M
r. So the relative formula mass of water is Now follow these examples to help you learn and
understand more about moles and compounds. Example 3 Calculate the mass of a 3 moles and
b 0. Each nitrogen molecule contains two atoms of nitrogen. Calculate the number of moles of
magnesium oxide, MgO, in a 80 g and b 10 g of the compound. Moles and gases Many
substances exist as gases. If we want to find the number of moles of a gas we can do this by
measuring the volume rather than the mass. Chemists have shown by experiment that: One
mole of any gas occupies a volume of approximately 24 dm3 24 litres at room temperature and
pressure rtp. This quantity is also known as the molar gas volume, Vm. Example 1 Calculate the
number of moles of ammonia gas, NH3, in a volume of 72 dm3 of the gas measured at rtp. Moles
and solutions Chemists often need to know the concentration of a solution. Chemists do not
always need to make up such large volumes of solution. Calculate the volume of carbon dioxide
gas, CO2, occupied by a 5 moles and b 0. Therefore, it follows that equal volumes of all gases
measured at the same temperature and pressure must contain the. Sometimes chemists need to
know the mass of a substance that has to be dissolved to prepare a known volume of solution
at a given concentration. Questions Use the values of Ar which follow to answer the questions
below. One mole of any gas at rtp occupies 24 dm3. For example, the formula for lead ii bromide
is PbBr2. This means that 1 mole of lead ii bromide contains 1 mole of lead ions and 2 moles of
bromide ions. If we do not know the formula of a compound, we can find the masses of the
elements present experimentally and these masses can be used to work out the formula of that
compound. Finding the formula Magnesium oxide When magnesium ribbon is heated strongly,
it burns very brightly to form the white powder called magnesium oxide Figure 2. Unknown
compound 1 In another experiment an unknown organic compound was found to contain 0.
Calculate the empirical formula of the compound. Table 4. Mass of crucible. The data shown in
Table 4. From these data we can calculate the number of moles of each of the reacting
elements. This formula is the empirical formula of the compound. It shows the simplest ratio of
the atoms present. From our knowledge of bonding Chapter 3, p. All of these formulae show the
same ratio of carbon atoms to hydrogen atoms, CH2, as our unknown. To find out which of
these formulae is the actual formula for the unknown organic compound, we need to know the
mass of one mole of the compound. Using a mass spectrometer, the relative molecular mass Mr
of this organic compound was found to be This substance is called butene. C4H8 is the
molecular formula for this substance and shows the actual numbers of atoms of each element
present in one molecule of the substance. Sometimes the composition of a compound is given
as a percentage by mass of the elements present. In cases such as this the procedure shown in
the next example is followed. Unknown compound 2 Calculate the empirical formula of an
organic compound containing The Mr of the organic compound is What is its molecular
formula? This is a substance called benzene. This shows that 2 moles of magnesium react with
1 mole of oxygen to give 2 moles of magnesium oxide. Using the ideas of moles and masses we
can use this information to calculate the quantities of the different chemicals involved. This is
true for any chemical reaction and it is known as the Law of conservation of mass. This law was
understood by the Greeks but was first clearly formulated by Antoine Lavoisier in Chemists can
use this idea to calculate masses of products formed and reactants used in chemical processes
before they are carried out. Example 1 â€” using a solid Lime calcium oxide, CaO is used in the
manufacture of mortar. It is manufactured in large quantities in Europe see Figure 4. If the Mr of
the compound is 30, what is its molecular formula? Consider the reaction between magnesium
and oxygen. The equation now shows that t of limestone will produce 56 t of lime. Therefore, 10
t of limestone will produce 5. Example 2 â€” using a gas Many chemical processes involve
gases. The volume of a gas is measured more easily than its mass. Some rockets use hydrogen
gas as a fuel. When hydrogen burns in oxygen it forms water vapour. Calculate the volumes of a
O2 g used and b water, H2O g , produced if dm3 of hydrogen gas, H2 g , were burned in oxygen.
Example 3 â€” using a solution Chemists usually carry out reactions using solutions. If they
know the concentration of the solution s they are using they can find out the quantities reacting.
Example 4 â€” using a solution What is the concentration of sodium hydroxide solution used in
the following neutralisation reaction? If you burn 12 grams, 1 mole, of carbon to make CO2, then
the amount of carbon dioxide expected is 44 grams, 1 mole of CO2. The theoretical yield of
carbon dioxide from this reaction is 44 grams. The mass of carbon dioxide you will get will be
less than 44 grams because another reaction can also occur between carbon and oxygen. Some
carbon reacts to make carbon monoxide, CO. An example of this is the reaction of carbon with
oxygen to produce carbon dioxide gas. You saw in Chapter 2 p. If a factory makes medicines or
chemicals used in food then the purity of the product will be crucial. This is because the
impurities may harm the people using the medicine or eating the food. The purity of this
substance can be obtained by measuring how much carbon dioxide is given off. Hence the

mass of NaHCO3 in the There is Checklist After studying Chapter 4 you should know and
understand the following terms. This is often referred to as the relative molecular mass Mr. One
mole of any gas occupies a volume of 24 dm3 at rtp. Mass of crucible Name the reducing agent
in this process. Name the oxide of iron shown in the equation. Explain why this is a redox
reaction. Calculate the mass of iron which will be produced from tonnes of haematite. It is easily
cut by a penknife to reveal a shiny surface which tarnishes quite rapidly. It reacts violently with
water, liberating a flammable gas and forms a solution with a pH of When vulcium reacts with
chlorine, it forms a white crystalline solid containing Look at the Periodic Table p. The hydrogen
gas given off was collected. Electrolysis of aqueous solutions Electrolysis of dilute sulfuric acid
The chlor-alkali industry Tests for aqueous cations. What do all the items in the photographs
shown in Figure 5. They all involve electricity through a process known as electrolysis.
Electrolysis is the breakdown of an ionic compound, molten or in solution, by the passage of
electricity through it. The substance which is decomposed is called the electrolyte Figure 5. An
electrolyte is a substance that conducts electricity when in the molten state or in solution. The
electricity is carried through the electrolyte by ions. In the molten state and in solution the ions
are free to move to the appropriate electrodes due to weakened forces of attraction between
them. Substances that do not conduct electricity when in the molten state or in solution are
called nonelectrolytes. Substances that conduct electricity to a small extent in the molten state
or in solution are called weak electrolytes. The electric current enters and leaves the electrolyte
through electrodes, which are usually made of unreactive metals such as platinum or of the
nonmetal carbon graphite. These are said to be inert electrodes because they do not react with
the products of electrolysis. The names given to the two electrodes are cathode, the negative
electrode which attracts cations positively charged ions , and anode, the positive electrode
which attracts anions negatively charged ions. Note that the conduction which takes place in
the electrodes is due to the movement of delocalised electrons pp. Electrolysis is very
important in industry. To help you to understand what is happening in the process shown in the
photographs, we will first consider the electrolysis of lead ii bromide. When the electrodes are
first connected, the bulb does not light, because the solid compound does not allow electricity
to pass through it. However, when the compound is heated until it is molten, the bulb does light.
The lead ii bromide is now behaving as an electrolyte. When this happens an orange-red vapour
is seen at the anode and lead metal is produced at the cathode. The break-up decomposition of
lead ii bromide into its constituent elements by the passage of an electric current is called
electrolysis. For lead metal to be formed, or deposited, at the cathode, the lead ions must be
attracted to and move towards the electrode Figure 5. To form bromine molecules each bromide
ion must first of all move to the anode and lose its extra negative charge at the anode and so
form a neutral bromine atom:. Figure 5. In the nineteenth century Napoleon III owned a very
precious dinner service. It was said to be made of a metal more precious than gold. That metal
was aluminium. The reason it was precious was that it was very rarely found as the pure metal.
Aluminium is a reactive metal and as such was very difficult to extract from its ore. Reactive
metals hold on tightly to the element s they have combined with and many are extracted from
their ores by electrolysis. Today we use aluminium in very large quantities. The annual
production in the world is The commercial extraction of aluminium has been made possible by
two scientists, working independently of each other, who discovered a method using
electrolysis. The process involves the following stages. This improves the conductivity of the
molten aluminium oxide. Therefore, the cryolite provides a considerable. The molten aluminium
collects at the bottom of the cell and it is siphoned out at regular intervals. Problems do arise,
however, with the graphite anodes. At the working temperature of the cell, the oxygen liberated
reacts with the graphite anodes, producing carbon dioxide. In recent years it has become
necessary to manufacture the cryolite. The anodes of this process are blocks of graphite which
are lowered into the molten mixture from above. The cathode is the graphite lining of the steel
vessel containing the cell. Aluminium oxide is an ionic compound. When it is melted the ions
become mobile, as the strong electrostatic forces of attraction between them are broken by the
input of heat energy. During electrolysis the negatively charged oxide ions are attracted to the
anode the positive electrode , where they lose electrons oxidation. The anodes burn away and
have to be replaced on a regular basis. The electrolysis of aluminium oxide is a continuous
process in which vast amounts of electricity are used. Approximately 15 kWh of electricity are
used to produce 1 kg of aluminium. In order to make the process an economic one, a cheap
form of electricity is required. Hydroelectric power HEP is usually used for this process. The
plant shown in Figure 5. Further details about HEP are given in Chapter 6, p. They gain
electrons to form molten aluminium metal reduction. The overall reaction which takes place in
the cell is: aluminium oxide 2Al2O3 l. Using cheap electrical energy has allowed aluminium to
be produced in such large quantities that it is the second most widely used metal after iron. It is

used in the manufacture of electrical cables because of its low density, chemical inertness and
good electrical conductivity. Owing to the first two of these properties, it is also used for
making cars, bikes, cooking foil and food containers as well as in alloys Chapter 10, p.
Worldwide production of aluminium now exceeds 40 million tonnes each year. However, the
evidence is still inconclusive. Questions 1 Produce a flow chart to summarise the processes
involved in the extraction of aluminium metal from bauxite. This is a process in which the
surface coating of oxide on aluminium Al2O3 is made thicker. In this process the aluminium
object is made the anode in a cell in which the electrolyte is dilute sulfuric acid. During the
electrolysis process, oxygen is produced at the anode and combines with the aluminium. The
oxide layer on the surface of the aluminium therefore increases. Dyes can be mixed with the
electrolyte and so the new thicker coating of oxide is colourful and also decorative Figure 5.
Electrolysis of dilute sulfuric acid Pure water is a very poor conductor of electricity because
there are so few ions in it. However, it can be made to decompose if an electric current is
passed through it in a Hofmann voltameter, as in Figure 5. Question 1 A student carries out the
electrolysis of molten lead ii iodide in a fume cupboard. Electrolysis of aqueous solutions Other
industrial processes involve the electrolysis of aqueous solutions. To help you to understand
what is happening in these processes, we will first consider the electrolysis of dilute sulfuric
acid. To enable water to conduct electricity better, some dilute sulfuric acid or sodium
hydroxide solution is added. When the power is turned on and an electric current flows through
this solution, gases can be seen to be produced at the two electrodes and they are collected in
the side arms of the apparatus. After about 20 minutes, roughly twice as much gas is produced
at the cathode as at the anode. The gas collected at the cathode burns with a squeaky pop,
showing it to be hydrogen gas Table For hydrogen to be collected in this way, the positively
charged hydrogen ions must have moved to the cathode. These ions are attracted to the anode.
The gas collected at the anode relights a glowing splint, showing it to be oxygen Table This gas
is produced in the following way. It confirmed that the formula for water was H2O. It should be
noted that in the electrolysis of dilute sulfuric acid, platinum an inert electrode may be replaced
by carbon graphite. The only difference to occur is that as well as oxygen being produced at the
anode, a little carbon dioxide will also be formed. The chlor-alkali industry The electrolysis of
saturated sodium chloride solution brine is the basis of a major industry. In countries where
rock salt sodium chloride is found underground it is mined. In other countries it can be obtained
by evaporation of sea water in large shallow lakes. Three very important substances are
produced. The electrolytic process is a very expensive one, requiring vast amounts of
electricity. The process is economical only because all three products have a large number of
uses Figure 5. There are two well-established methods for electrolysing brine, the diaphragm
cell and the mercury cell. Power is transmitted from the engine through a continuously variable
clutch system to the transaxle. Key elements of the drive system include:. NOTE: Delivery of
torque to the ground and top speed depends on tire size, which is a function of nominal size
and pressure. How the variable-speed drive works:. NOTE: Differential design reduces scuffing
of the turf during turns because it allows the inside wheels to turn slower than the outside
wheels. Whether it is a completely open operator station or a factory installed cab, the interior
has been redesigned with comfort and ergonomics in mind. Automotive-style controls on the
center of the dash - easy and convenient to reach for the operator or passengers. The machine
is powered by an cc It produces 48 Nm The advanced engine delivers superb starting, idling,
and throttle response during operation. The engine offers the following performance and
reliability features:. The actual operating horsepower will be less. A dual A-arm front and rear
suspension provides a smooth ride over challenging terrain and excellent hauling
characteristics. The entire suspension system has been optimized to handle cargo without
compromising ride quality or vehicle stability. M-trim cab units factory installed and R-trim units
have heavy-duty front and rear shocks installed from the factory. The deluxe cargo box consists
of a 15 percent glass-filled polypropylene composite material that eliminates rust and dents and
reduces noise. The tailgate can be opened or removed for easier cleanout and to carry longer
items. The tailgate has been improved, features truck-like performance, and can be operated
with one hand. The standard-installed lanyards can also be removed to lower the tailgate to
degrees for convenient loading and unloading tasks. The deluxe cargo box is easier to latch,
unlatch, raise, and lower with the integrated handle design and gas assist. A prop rod is
provided to hold the box in the upright position for operator convenience, as well as limit box
pivot travel. The deluxe cargo box offers integrated tie-down points for increased versatility.
Tie-down points are located in the following areas:. On M- and R-trim vehicles, adding
attachments and accessories is made easier by the inclusion of some main wiring harnesses
that facilitate efficient hook-up. These automotive-type systems exhibit excellent handling
characteristics, as well as responsive steering and low steering effort:. With the EPAS system,

the operator maintains a direct mechanical linkage from the steering wheel to the front wheels.
The power steering system interfaces mechanically with the steering system by being inserted
between the steering wheel and the rack-and-pinion assembly. A differential torque sensor is
integrated into the power steering assembly. The circuit board assembly is also integral with the
power steering assembly. Power steering does not reduce turning radius but significantly
reduces steering effort by approximately 85 percent compared to models without power
steering. The M trim adds electrical power-assist steering EPAS and brings in the main wiring
harness for easier attachment hook-up. Cabs are available in this trim level. View Offer Details.
The 5-gal. Featuring the quick-clamp mounting system, it mounts easily to the cargo rails of the
cargo box with just one clamp. The cargo bed extender conveniently extends the rear of the
cargo bed, and also acts as a cargo box divider when it is flipped inside of the cargo box. The
cargo bed extender easily flips in or out with the use of quick-pull pins. The deluxe cargo box
bed mat not only protects the steel floor from scratches and dents, it also provides additional
cushioning and slip resistance to items being hauled in the cargo box. The dividers can be
positioned at the front or rear of the cargo box bed. To change positions of the dividers, simply
release the speedrail locks by hand and slide into new position, then close the locks to secure
the dividers. The extensions allow operators to haul twice the volume not to exceed cargo box
weight capacity of light material such as grass clippings and mulch. NOTE: The cargo box side
extensions are not intended to increase the rated cargo box carrying capacity per the vehicle
specification. The case is cm in. The side tool rack enables the user to maximize the use of their
cargo box by carrying long-handled tools, such as trimmers, shovels, and rakes, on the outside
of the box. The holders are adjustable, allowing the users to carry a wide array of items in the
racks. Recommended to carry spare front tire, as the front tire can be mounted on either the
front or rear hubs. This is one of the most important accessories for increasing work efficiency.
It is an excellent complement to these highly capable utility vehicles. Each kit available through
Order Zone contains one bench base cover, one backrest cover, and installation instructions.
An optional mm 2-in. The brake and taillight protector offers increased protection to the taillight
assembly from incidental contact. Cell phones, global positioning system GPS , and other
devices are key tools for farming today. John Deere has now made it easier than ever to
incorporate these tools into the operator station. For proper machine operation, it is critical that
accessory devices and tools be located and mounted where they are accessible but do not
interfere with visibility and controls. The gal. It provides an excellent way to apply spray
materials such as liquid fertilizer, weed killer, tree spray, and de-icer. It comes complete with a
in. It's equipped with a ft hose and a spray wand for spot spraying lawns, shrubs, trees, etc. The
fully adjustable brass spray wand tip achieves streams up to 30 ft. Polypropylene with Viton
components. SHURflo is a U. Viton is a U. Santoprene is a trademark of Exxon Mobil
Corporation. The high-performance Gator bed sprayer is designed to work with Gator vehicles
equipped with the deluxe cargo box or steel bed. With a gal. Engineered brackets secure the
sprayer to the Gator bed with no tools, or additional tie-downs required. NOTE: Sprayer shown
above with optional in. Poly, alloy, and brass with Viton components. The sprayer is a
self-contained unit that allows the user to spray trees and shrubs with the spray wand or
broadcast spray in a 3. Contact your local John Deere dealer for availability and pricing
information. Gator bed sprayer Order number: LP The L gal. Gator bed sprayer is designed to
work with any Gator model with load capacities of kg lb or greater. Extreme capacity is great for
athletic fields, a farmette, commercial maintenance, or any large property. It comes complete
with a cm in. Engineered brackets secure the sprayer to the Gator bed with no tools or
additional tie-downs required. With a L gal. NOTE: Sprayer shown above with optional 7. TeeJet
is a trademark of Spraying Systems Co. The high-performance HP single-tank Gator bed sprayer
is designed to work with Gator vehicles equipped with the deluxe cargo box that have a
capacity in excess of The custom molded Custom engineered mounting hardware ensures the
unit stays secure without the use of additional straps or tie-downs. Cover ground quickly with
flexible boom options. Boom sold separately. The 0. Featuring exclusive controls and ample
hopper capacity, these spreaders are the ideal spreading solution to help operators quickly
apply large amounts of ice melt materials. Whether it's a snow removal contractor, a grounds
crew at a college campus, or a municipality working downtown, a drop spreader is a
professional's choice for precision spreading. This drop spreader combines a large, 0.
Heavy-gauge stainless-steel construction, simple drives, and an industry-exclusive removable
rotor tray make this attachment the ultimate spreading solution. This spreader features a poly
hopper with up to kg lb of material capacity to minimize refilling. After pairing with a Gator hitch
and display LP , spread-width adjustments can be made up to 6. This spreader features a poly
hopper with up to kg lb of material-carrying capacity. After pairing with a Gator hitch and
display LP , spread-width adjustments can be made up to 7. Each hitch features a spring-loaded

mechanism to allow for quick spreader attachment and removal. The hitch can also be lowered
to provide easy access for routine service. This latest generation of utility vehicles offer greater
electronic capabilities than ever before. As a result, operators have access to enhanced
functionality and controls, which is seen through the 9-cm 3. This water bottle pouch attaches
to the backrest of utility vehicle seat covers that use the military-inspired modular lightweight
load-carrying equipment MOLLE attachment system. The pouch fits up to a 0. This custom
toolbox was specifically designed for users desiring more integrated sealed storage in a cargo
box. The toolbox can be installed in minutes by simply removing the cargo box sides and
tailgate and bolting the toolbox onto the cargo box. The toolbox requires the tailgate with brake
and tail lights kit BM and optional label kit:. This tailgate kit with brake lights and taillights is
specifically designed for compatibility with the top and side-door toolboxes BM and BM The
tailgate can be installed in minutes once the toolbox and tail lights are installed by bolting them
to the tailgate bracket. The toolbox can be installed in minutes by simply removing the cargo
box sides and tailgate, and bolting the toolbox onto the cargo box. Skip to main content.
Electronic Solutions. Rental Sales. View All Equipment. View Used Equipment. John Deere
Financial. Make a Payment. Sign In To My Account. Owner Information. Add to Cart Build Your
Own. Find a Dealer. View Product Brochure. Apply for Consumer Financing. Add to Cart.
Variable-speed drive. Side view of CVT intake and clutch enclosure. Differential lock switch and
MFWD switch. Rear view of transaxle and CV shafts. CV boot protection. Enhanced cab comfort
Cab M cab door. R cab door. Side windows and front window. Venting position. Headliner
shown on an M-trim open station with optional windshield, wipers, rear panel, and side mirrors
installed. Door sealing. Styled roof R roof shown. Front roof light. Rear roof light. Inner door
handle. Outer door handle. M-trim HVAC controls. HVAC controls and vents on the dash.
Powerful diesel engine delivers superb starting, idling, and throttle response cc Dual A-arm
front and rear suspension provides a smooth ride over challenging terrain and excellent hauling
characteristics XUV front suspension detail. XUV rear suspension detail. Extra-durable deluxe
cargo box ensures hard-working performance and longevity Deluxe cargo box with optional
light protectors. Top view of cargo box. Tailgate handle. Tailgate open. Tailgate lowered to
degrees. Integrated handle for manual cargo box tilt. Integrated tie-down point in cargo-box bed.
Additional tie-down points TH 6X4 shown. XUV Cab shown. XUVM Cab shown.
Attachment-ready electrical system. Roof harness electrical port. Main vehicle harness â€”
winch connection. Equipped with power steering. Electric power-assist steering system. EPAS
interface diagram. M trim details. Show More Show Less. Select Different Model. Export to
Excel. Key Specs. Engine power Cargo box capacity weight kg lb Towing capacity kg lb Front
suspension Fully independent dual A-arm with adjustable coils; Type 4-cycle diesel
Displacement cc Power Transmission Continuously Variable Transmission CVT with clutch
enclosure Final drive Park, high, low, neutral, reverse transaxle Four wheel drive Dash switch
actuated four-wheel drive system with limited slip front differential plus locking rear differential
Traction assist Positive locking, switch actuated rear differential lock Descent control Yes.
Front Fully independent dual A-arm with adjustable coils; Wheelbase mm Width mm With doors:
mm Height mm 78 in. With roof: mm Tread centers Front: mm Rear: mm Ground clearance mm
Fuel capacity Cargo box dimensions x Cargo box capacity weight kg lb Payload capacity kg lb
Towing capacity kg lb Hitch Standard receiver: 5. Additional information. Country of
Manufacture U. Date collected. Hydraulic Straight Blade. Hydraulic V-Blade. Cargo box pail
holder. Cargo bed extender. Cargo box divider located at front of cargo bed. Speedrail lock in
the unlocked position. Speedrail lock in the locked position. Rear fender flare kit. Tool rack with
tools. Tool rack holder detail. Adjusting the tool rack holder. Spare tire carrier. Adapter parts.
High-performance sport seat cover - camo. High-performance sport seat cover - coyote. Vehicle
storage cover. Hitch Ball sold separately. Can be mounted in the standard rear receiver hitch or
the optional front receiver hitch. Right floor mat. Hood rack hinged forward. Quick pull pins.
Brush guard hinged forward. Auxiliary lights mounted on brush guard sold separately. Brush
guard extensions. Brush guard with extensions hinged forward. Brush guard with extensions.
Rear CV guards. Dash port harness â€” lower connectors. Horn switch. Beacon light in down
position. Backlit beacon light switch. Three-position backlit light switch. Rear cab mounted.
Brush guard mounted. Driving beam pattern â€” mounted on brush guard. Side mirrors â€”
open station. Side mirrors â€” cab door. RAM X-Grip holder. RAM X-Grip. Visors shown on
R-spec. Tablet mount â€” lower mount location shown with cell phone mount â€” sold
separately. Lower right speaker. Head unit sold separately installed. Roof headliner installation.
Overall machine width at the wheels is increased by 2 in. Use on utility vehicles The additional
space provided on utility vehicles allows for more comfortable operation between in. Spacers
simply bolt to the axle hub and the wheels to the spacer. NOTE: Wheel spacers are only
compatible with steel wheels without the center caps installed. Use on tractors Use the wheel

spacer kit for tractors when installing tire chains with the standard 26x heavy-duty all-purpose
HDAP tires and for all four-wheel steer 4WS tractors using the LP TerraGrip traction belts pair
on 26x BM has additional hardware and an updated operator's manual compared to the BM
wheel spacer kit. Sprayers Capacity 45 U. Gator bed sprayer. Includes Gator accessory wiring
harness, complete with quick-disconnects, for convenient electrical hookup. Capacity L 90 U.
Spreaders 10 cu. Copolymer polypropylene is compression molded for optimum thickness in all
areas and maximum durability. Spring-loaded dump latch for easy dumping and positive lock to
prevent accidental unlocking when being towed. MOLLE large storage pouch - camo. MOLLE
large storage pouch - brown. MOLLE fire extinguisher pouch - camo. MOLLE fire extinguisher
pouch - coyote brown. MOLLE small storage pouch - camo. MOLLE small storage pouch brown. Rear signal lights taillight protectors not included. Hazards switch top. Turn signal
switch right. Plug-in remote. Wireless winch remote mounted on XUV Backlit three-position
switch. Washer bottle location behind access panel. Related Products. MSRP may be different
in California. Shown with optional equipment not included in the price. Attachments and
implements sold separately. Taxes, destination charge, freight, setup, and delivery not included.
Equipment, models, features, options, attachments and prices may vary by dealer. John Deere
reserves the right to change specifications, model features, design, and price of the products
described here without notice. Actual vehicle top speed may vary based on belt wear, tire
selection, vehicle weight, fuel condition, terrain and other environmental factors. The engine
horsepower and torque information are provided by the engine manufacturer to be used for
comparison purposes only. Actual operating horsepower and torque will be less. Fully
independent dual A-arm with adjustable coils; Fully independent dual A-arm with adjustable
coils and sway bar; Dash switch actuated four-wheel drive system with limited slip front
differential plus locking rear differential. Digital display gear position, system diagnostic light,
speed, rpm, 4WD indicator, rear differential indicator, fuel level, coolant temperature, hour
meter, miles, and service interval warning light. Four cup holders two additional for cab units In
dash Under seat: Electric motor and diaphragm. Operating pressure. Valve material. Spray flow
rate. Stainless steel. All Gator models except CX. Shipping weight. Net weight. Brass and
stainless. Remote control. Search results. Skip to search results. Diamond Vogel launches new
product line for fleet applications. Jun 2, â€”. Superior Signals introduces new camera kits. Jun
2, â€” Superior Signals Inc. Olathe, Kansas extended their camera inventory with four new
high-quality camera kits that can be used for a wide variety of applications. A perspective on
workforce development. IMT enhances Dominator line with new features. Jun 2, â€” Iowa Mold
Tooling Co. IMT Garner, Iowa announced three new enhancements to its Dominator line of
service trucks, including improvements to boom support, master lock system and rear access
package. BOSS Industries announces new director of engineering. Miltenberger work resume
has an extensive list of rotary screw manufacturers, including BOSS Industries several years
ago. Eaton targets vocational fleets with host of transmission enhancements. TODCO hires
director of fleet and aftermarket sales. ASA Electronics releases rear sensor system. Federal
budget season opens. Muncie Power Products announces new senior executive director.
Executive Leadership Summit helps industry companies navigate a changing world. Eberhard
Manufacturing releases new logo. Jun 2, â€” Allison Transmission Indianapolis, Indiana
announced a collaboration with LHP Telematics, an industry leader in creating custom white
label telematics solutions focused on OEMs and dealer networks. Jun 2, â€” Dakota Fluid Power
Inc. Truck Equipment Glossary - N. Skilled trade school expands in Madison Heights, Michigan.
Truck-Lite releases fully-compliant, six-inch combination lamp. Jun 2, â€” Truck-Lite Co. The
world of computing is changing! Jun 2, â€” More and more users are shifting their internet
access methods from desktop to mobile. Ridewell Suspensions expands engineering team. Jun
2, â€” Ridewell Suspensions Springfield, Missouri added Robert Cummings to the engineering
team as a design engineer. Ridewell offers new low ride height trailer suspensions. TE
Powertrain. Truck-Lite announces new investor. Mack announces medium-duty truck line. Jun
2, â€” Mack Trucks is getting into the medium-duty business, announcing an all-new Mack MD
series of medium-duty trucks, with production to start in July in a new manufacturing facility in
Roanoke Valley, Virginia. IMT hires new purchasing manager. Miller releases new T94 series
welding helmets. Jun 2, â€” Miller Electric Mfg. Appleton, Wisconsin launched the new T94
Series welding helmets, designed to reduce neck strain and fatigue, while improving operator
comfort, visibility and productivity. Mickey's new reefer body designed for city deliveries. Jun 2,
â€” Mickey Truck Bodies designed a new refrigerated van body featuring thermal-efficient
composite panels on the roof, walls and floor designed to maintain the inside temperature from
0 degrees to 32 degrees F more efficiently than conventional panels. Important upcoming dates.
Diversification success stories. August truck orders show modest monthly increase. Jun 2, â€”
Early reports on Class 8 truck orders for the month of August show a modest increase

compared to July, but as manufacturers open up slots for , it seems that fleets are in no hurry to
fill them. Sample FET communication to your Senators. Muncie Power Products updates several
products. Jun 2, â€” Muncie Power Products Inc. Jerr-Dan offering financing program. Through
this program, distributors can now provide financing directly to their customers from Jerr-Dan
on new and used Jerr-Dan equipment. The new electric tipper truck will be deployed in Australia
at a local city council. WorkTruckCert celebrates anniversary with enhanced data integration
model. Truck Equipment Glossary - K. Buyers Products Company expands sales team. Jun 2,
â€” Keystone Automotive Operations Inc. Muncie welcomes back Salvatore Knieriem. Daimler
Truck, Volvo Group form fuel cell joint venture. Jun 2, â€” Daimler Truck AG and the Volvo
Group agreed to join forces in an effort to speed up the development, establishment and
acceptance of fuel cell vehicles. Lightning Systems announces new all-electric, low cab forward
Class 6 model. Jun 2, â€” Lightning Systems Loveland, Colorado announced a new all-electric
low cab forward model for commercial and government fleets in the Class 6 segment. ASA
Electronics celebrates 40th anniversary. Drive Products adds Omar B. Sandlin II as VP. Sandlin
II as vice president of business development, United States. Tracking of workplace injuries and
illnesses. Peterson launches updated website. Jun 2, â€” Peterson Manufacturing Company
Grandview, Missouri launched its newly-updated website at pmlights. Morgan Olson awarded
new patent. Increased infrastructure spending expected. NTEA releases U. Construction Sector
Report. US 9,, B2 for their horizontal ejection technology. Path to leadership: A conversation
with Jeff Messer. Parts and services marketing in the work truck industry. Bosch debuts Class
diagnostic scan tool. Jun 2, â€” Bosch announced a new HDS heavy duty scan tool, which the
company said is designed to be an easy-to-use, cost-effective solution for technicians working
on Class trucks. Industry profitability resources. Monroe Truck Equipment earns Ford Ranger
ship thru. Terex Utilities online training assists students, apprentices, and experienced
operators. Jun 2, â€” Terex Utilities Watertown, South Dakota announced The Edge online
training curriculum, offering a convenient, self-paced training tool for operators seeking to
document their understanding of Aerial Device and Digger Derrick operation. Motiv to supply
electric trucks for U. Postal Service test. Postal Service. The first of the Class 4 medium-duty
vans began service late last year. Aimed at the vocational truck markets the Detroit DD8 is a 7.
Jun 2, â€” SuperSprings International Inc. Reyco Granning names vice president of engineering.
Jun 2, â€” Reyco Granning Mt. Vernon, Missouri announce the promotion of John Hinz to vice
president of engineering, reporting to John Stuart. Balancing improvement and innovation.
California state motor vehicle pollution control standards. Wheels Inc. Jun 2, â€” Wheels, Inc.
Des Plaines, Illinois announced Canfield Equipment as the recipient of its Up-fit Supplier of the
Year Award for performance excellence, exemplary service and innovation. Fontaine
Modification opens new truck modification center in Texas. Jun 2, â€” Fontaine Modification
Fleet Services has moved its Laredo, Texas, modification center 14 miles down the road to a
new 27,square-foot facility adjacent to TruckMovers, a yard management and third-party
logistics service provider. SuperSprings announces new SumoSprings. Carpinteria, California
introduced various new SumoSprings to support snowplow and ballast equipped quarter-ton,
half-ton, and one-ton pickup truck applications. Jun 2, â€” Crestline Coach Saskatchewan,
Canada announced the recent addition of the Crestline manufactured Patient Transport Unit to
its portfolio of specialty vehicle solutions. Omaha Standard Palfinger names regional sales
manager. SuperSprings announces new search engine. Jun 2, â€” SuperSprings International
Carpinteria, California announced the SuperSprings Product Finder, a new search engine to
help distributors, upfitters and end-user customers research and see all the front and rear
suspension upgrade options available. Jun 2, â€” Workhorse Group Inc. March truck sales
surge. Jun 2, â€” March retail truck sales showed big month-to-month gains across the board,
but the market will be increasingly challenged to keep up with the torrid pace set in Stellar
announces new regional sales manager. Jun 2, â€” Stellar Industries Inc. Garner, Iowa
announced Kevin Harmon as the new mid-south regional sales manager. Harmon has 15 years
of service accumulated at Stellar. Wabash expands supplier agreement with Meritor. Mack
offers LR model in 4x2 configuration. Jun 2, â€” Mack Trucks' low-entry refuse cabover, the
Mack LR, is being offered in a 4x2 configuration as a lighter, more maneuverable option for
refuse collection. AAG will have their new aftermarket autogas system on display in a Ford F 7.
Henderson Products announces relocation of Illinois facility. Jun 2, â€” Henderson Products
Manchester, Iowa announced their Illinois installation and distribution center moved to Huntley,
Illinois. Truck-Lite partners with NanoMech Industries. Mitchell 1 adds text messaging to
manager SE Truck Edition. Jun 2, â€” Mitchell 1 Poway, California announced the Manager SE
Truck Edition shop management system has been enhanced with new text-messaging
capabilities through its MessageCenter feature. Western Products announces new and
enhanced plows. Designed trailers are split lengthwise with a center dividing wall, creating two

refrigerated compartments. Muncie Power Products offers pre-wet package options for all truck
sizes. Muncie, Indiana announced availability of pre-wet packages for all truck sizes. Generation
Next offers professional and workforce development at WTS Jun 2, â€” With industry talent at a
premium, companies are seeking resources on recruiting, retaining and engaging the next
generation of employees. FMVSS Vanair announces retirement of Al Keithly. Jun 2, â€” Vanair
Michigan City, Indiana announced the retirement of Al Keithley, after After 13 years working as
the director of operations and then as vice president of vehicle integration. Truck-Lite releases
44 Series four-inch combination lamp. United Truck Bodies develops new safety and stability
improvements for Jun 2, â€” United Truck Bodies Phoenix, Arizona unveiled the new safety
features and improvements for its utility bodies in Laval, Quebec announces its 40th
anniversary in In 40 years, more than 50, truck bodies came out of its factory. Miller Industries
launches new extra-long heavy wrecker. Ooltewah, Tennessee announced a new longer version
of their heavy-duty Century integrated wrecker- the XL. Winning matters but so does failing.
McKean began his career with General Motors in BrandFX introduces advanced line of
fiberglass-based composite truck service bodies. Muncie Power Products announces personnel
addition. Muncie, Indiana named Mike Rasnick as the new director - zone sales team. Jun 2, â€”
LINE-X Huntsville, Alabama launched a new service offering complete light- and medium-duty
work truck upfitting with a quick turnaround. Freightliner online tool helps spec medium-duty
trucks. Peterson introduces Timer Box Switch. Jun 2, â€” Peterson Manufacturing Grandview,
Missouri introduced the Timer Box Switch, a new system for controlling interior cargo lights
with push-button ease and timed convenience. Hyva Corp announces crane solution for vehicle
recovery. Jun 2, â€” Hyva Corp Bensonville, Illinois announced a crane solution for vehicle
recovery, simple, but effective, and ideal for situations where it is impossible for conventional
recovery trucks to reach. Truck-Lite celebrates the life and career of Bradley Van Riper. Van
Riper after a brief battle with cancer. NHTSA's rearview camera requirements affect commercial
vehicles. Jun 2, â€” Steve Spata and Susan Dehne stook attendees on what Spata called an
"enchanted journey" that would make the regulatory language easier to understand. TBEI
announces new vice president. Eby plants awarded Ford drop-ship codes. Allison provides
commercial-duty transmissions for the new International CV series. Jun 2, â€” Allison
Transmission Indianapolis, Indiana announced the Allison Series and Series are the exclusive
fully automatic transmissions for the newly introduced International CV Series vocational
trucks. Wasatch Fleet Service awarded bailment pool by Ram. This will allow Wasatch to bring
in vehicles directly from Ram from the Bailment allocation. Superior Signals introduces LED
strobe series. The new series features 11 built-in flash patterns, six LEDs per head, and a
five-year warranty. Consumer Confidence rebounds in July to Jun 2, â€” American consumer
confidence rebounded this month to the highest level since November after drooping in June.
The Conference Board said its consumer confidence index rose to Link completes family of
self-steer auxiliary suspensions with 20K model. ARBOC introduces new transit solution. Jun 2,
â€” Rostra Precision Controls Inc. Truck Equipment Glossary - E. Motiv introducing cost-cutting
battery controller for its EV chassis. Jun 2, â€” Electric truck developer Motiv Power Systems
Foster City, California developed a new unified battery controller that can cut costs, increase
cargo capacity and speed up the build process for trucks based on its medium-duty EPIC
chassis. Allison Transmission launches new transmission and partnership with Freightliner
Trucks. Daimler: Electric delivery trucks, vans on the way for U. Jun 2, â€” Daimler plans to
introduce two new electric commercial vehicles into the U. IMT announces additions to sales
team. Palfleet announces One Palfleet plan to better serve customers. Jun 2, â€” PalFleet Truck
Equipment PalFleet Tiffin, Ohio recently established a centralized management team and three
focused divisions within the organization to best serve their customers: truck equipment,
material handling and service. Peterson names Al Anderson as VP of sales and marketing.
Ryder partners with EV newcomer Chanje on service, sales. Jun 2, â€” Ryder System, Inc.
Optronics introduces Fusion thinline surface-mount LED lamp. Jun 2, â€” Mickey Truck Bodies
High Point, North Carolina launched Mickey Fleet Services, a one-stop fleet services company
dedicated to helping customers keep their fleets on the road. Fisher Engineering unveils new
products at WTS Triple C Inc. Jun 2, â€” Triple C Inc. Recently, HydraBed has taken its expertise
in livestock equipment and applied their unique designs to the construction industry with the
introduction of the Reel Lift. InterMotive teams with FCA for officer safety. Truck-Lite launches
Road Ready system. EBY announces new distributor in Northeastern Pennsylvania. Jun 2, â€”
M. Determining gross combined weight rating. Karmak and ITC host user group meeting. Jun 2,
â€” Karmak Inc. Carlinville, Illinois partnered with Interstate Truck Center ITC , a multi-location
dealership in California, to host a user group meeting for companies running Fusion. Vanair
announces new product manager. Whelen Engineering launches new products. Jun 2, â€”
Whelen Engineering Chester, Connecticut introduced several new products designed for

optimal intensity and dependability, keeping emergency response professionals and the public
safe at every scene. Jun 2, â€” Brake and Equipment Company Butler, Wisconsin and Auto
Brake Clutch and Gear joined forces to offer a comprehensive portfolio of services and
equipment for truck fleets and operators in the Southeast, Wisconsin region. NTEA releases
training module on powertrain systems. Transfer Flow introduces gallon replacement tank for F
power stroke diesel pickup. Jun 2, â€” Transfer Flow Inc. Chico, California introduced a gallon
high-capacity midship replacement tank for â€”19 Ford F Power Stroke diesel crew cab short
bed trucks. Future Line opens new manufacturing facility. Maintainer introduces new foot
service crane. Jun 2, â€” Maintainer Corporation of Iowa Inc. The new H telescopic crane has a
maximum lift capacity of 8, pounds. Hendrickson launches new suspension and axle solutions
for the Terex T Truck Crane. Jun 2, â€” Hendrickson Itasca, Illinois announced availability of a
48, pound tandem front air suspension and axle system and a 60, pound capacity tandem rear
air suspension. DTNA announces senior leadership changes. Jun 2, â€” Daimler Trucks North
America DTNA announced two key transitions in the senior leadership of channel marketing
and corporate communications for the company. Electric medium duty trucks could change the
delivery game. Hercules Manufacturing Company adds inside sales representative. Hours of
service of drivers. The company is the industry leader in the commercial truck inventory
solutions market. Jun 2, â€” VT Hackney, Inc. Washington, North Carolina hired Tracy Bowen as
southwest district sales manager responsible for the Kidron refrigerated truck body and trailer
product lines covering Texas, Colorado, and Oklahoma. Big hit for U. Jun 2, â€” U. Boosting
Canada-United States relations. Allied Body Works announces personnel changes. Jun 2, â€”
Allied Body Works Seattle, Washington announced personnel promotions to newly-created
positions. Kussmaul Electronics introduces mini battery voltage meter. Jun 2, â€” Kussmaul
Electronics West Sayville, New York released the easy-to-mount universal indicator displaying
current battery voltage. Terms of service. Westin Automotive Products to acquire assets of
Superwinch. Jun 2, â€” Westin Automotive Products, Inc. San Dimas, California announced it is
in the process of acquiring specific assets, IP rights and brand name of Superwinch Group,
located in Portland, Oregon. New report reveals industry sales. Quick guide to industry
acronyms. Jun 2, â€” Understanding the many industry acronyms and terms can be
overwhelming. This quick guide can get you up to speed on some of the most important terms
and meanings. Muncie launches Muncie Start. It reduces startup torque for high-inertia loads,
allowing for a smooth engagement of the PTO. Ridewell releases short track disc brake axles.
Jun 2, â€” Ridewell Suspensions Springfield, Missouri released a new series of short track axles
that can easily be configured with Automatic Tire Inflation Systems. Utility Equipment Service
announces new partnership. Jun 2, â€” Utility Equipment Service Inc. Terex offers redesigned
auger drill. The new auger drill features enhanced control systems and a hydrostatic drive
transmission for easier operation and productivity. Flaps Up introduces automatic lift system.
Stellar Industries adds Curry Supply Phoenix to distribution locations. Garner, Iowa announced
the addition of Curry Supply in Gilbert, Arizona, to their growing distribution network. Spec
according to law. Peterbilt adds Wingman Advanced safety system to more medium duty
models. Jun 2, â€” Peterbilt announced that its medium-duty Models and will now be available
with the Bendix Wingman Advanced safety system. Five truck trend takeaways from March. So
here are the biggest stories from March focused on the latest truck trends, all in one place.
Bonnell Industries Inc awarded snow and ice handling equipment contract. Jun 2, â€” Bonnell
Industries Inc Dixon, Illinois announced they were awarded a contract in the snow and ice
handling equipment category through Sourcewell. The contract number is BNL. Green Truck
Association Board of Governors candidate profiles. Pontius adds more 14 years of sales
experience in the truck equipment and utility industry. Class trucks pace improved truck sales
in May. Jun 2, â€” Retail sales of medium and heavy trucks were up slightly in May, although the
year-to-date total continues to lag due to the weaker Class 8 market, according to figures
compiled by WardsAuto. Vehicle lightweighting â€” A critical path to success. IMT launches
redesigned website. IMT Garner, Iowa launched their revamped website at imt. The redeveloped
site enhances user experience and information access. International Truck makes Bendix air
disc brakes standard on severe service trucks. Peterbilt offers new powertrain, safety options
for trucks. Jun 2, â€” Peterbilt announced that the Paccar Automatic Transmission is now
available as an option with Paccar MX diesel engines. Temporary exemption from motor vehicle
safety and bumper standards. Break Out Box is a multi-access hub for CAN bus connections to
help reduce compatibility issues on the network. Allison Transmission and Department of
Defense to upgrade propulsion systems. Jun 2, â€” Allison Transmission partners with the U.
Superior Signals launches new LED beacon. Olathe, Kansas announced the addition of a new
LED beacon series. The SY series is a high profile beacon available in either permanent or
magnetic mount options. Superior Signals Inc. Medium-duty orders cool in October. Jun 2, â€”

Orders of classes vehicles fell 1. Lightning Hybrids buses transports Denali National Park
visitors. Keystone Automotive Operations Inc. Exeter, Pennsylvania welcomed Motul Oil to its
speed and performance line card. Work Truck Solutions adds Bernie Brenner to board of
directors. His extensive experience in automotive and mature market disruption will provide the
company with key strategic guidance. Aspen Equipment sells railroad rental division to Danella
Companies Inc. Jun 2, â€” Aspen Equipment Bloomington, Minnesota announced the decision
to focus resources and energies on the production and service of new railroad truck equipment.
Work Truck Solutions announces new commercial dealer training and education. Jun 2, â€”
Work Truck Solutions Chico, California partnered with Skillo, a Learning Management System,
to offer dealerships interactive, online training on how to run their commercial business better
and sell more trucks. Path to leadership: A conversation with Eric Jones. Barko invites
conference attendees to visit the Barko team at booth Senate introduces concurrent resolution
opposing Federal Excise Tax increases. Utility Equipment Service Inc. Spring Hill, Tennessee
announced an ownership change effective the end of March Isuzu announces production of
all-new Class 6 truck. The company made the announcement The Work Truck Show Masterack
defines executive direction with strategic new hires. Jun 2, â€” Masterack Decatur, Georgia
announced the addition of three key leadership roles, including vice president of engineering,
director of fleet sales, and director of marketing and product development. Dues Invoice
Display. Link Manufacturing adds two key sales executives. Lee's Summit, Missouri announces
the patent-pending Genesis Adjustable Door Grabbers offering numerous advantages of many
competitive door holdback products on the market. Elliott Equipment introduces D86 Digger
Derrick. Like its predecessors, the D and D, the D86 is specifically designed for transmission
and heavy-duty construction projects. Eastern Wrecker Sales Inc celebrates 50 years in
business. The company was founded founded in by Billy Kornegay and Worden Price, and is
still owned and operated by the same two men. Mickey Truck Bodies launches expansion plan.
Jun 2, â€” Mickey Truck Bodies High Point, North Carolina announced plans to break ground on
a 20,square-foot liftgate installation facility. Odyne Systems, LLC secures investment, expands
electrification technology for large trucks. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.
Manufacturing in U. Jun 2, â€” Manufacturing in the U. Allison to bring 9-speed automatic
transmission to market by Jun 2, â€” Allison Transmission plans to release the first 9-speed
fully automatic transmission in , offering fuel savings and available to help meet the next round
of greenhouse gas emissions standards. Federal overtime rule temporarily halted. Ridewell
offers factory integrated air tank for RSS suspensions. Jun 2, â€” Ridewell Suspensions
Springfield, Missouri announced the availability of a pre-plumbed, factory integrated air tank kit
option for the self-steering RSS 8K, 10K, and 13K suspension systems. Hiniker introduces new
skid steer snow pushers. Vanair announces personnel additions. Jun 2, â€” Vanair Michigan
City, Indiana announces the addition of Jonathan Kokot as director of service, warranty, and
training; Gabby Gearheart in the engineering department; and Marcus Thoreson as senior
design engineer. Truck OEMs shift into high gear with new products. Jun 2, â€” January
through March is a busy time for work truck suppliers as they roll out new models and
technology. LGS Group announces new national sales manager. Jun 2, â€” Hercules Mfg.
Hendrickson acquires Frauenthal U-Bolt segment. The signing took place on May 30, , and the
final title transfer will take place in June Muncie launches new quiet PTO. Allison Transmission
reveals fully integrated electric propulsion system for commercial trucks. Detroit Chassis
announces staff changes. Jun 2, â€” Detroit Chassis Detroit, Michigan announced Pradeep
Kashyap joined as vice president of engineering and program management. The company also
selected Michael Hinton as director of human resources. Before his current position, Baney
served for nearly three years as Kenworth assistant general manager for sales and marketing.
Special NTEA truck dealer membership offer. Truck Equipment Glossary - D. Vanair announces
director of procurement and supply chain. Jun 2, â€” Vanair Michigan City, Indiana announced
Greg Kelly was promoted to director of procurement and supply chain. Kelly joined Vanair in
March to strategically manage supply chain vendors and other aspects of the procurement
process. Truck Product Conference showcases new model year vehicles. Work Truck Solutions
adds to senior leadership team. Jun 2, â€” Work Truck Solutions Chico, California announced
the addition of Shawn Horswill, vice president of customer success, and Joe Schneider, vice
president of marketing and sales operations. Empowering your team through education. Jun 2,
â€” Kenworth Kirkland, Washington announced T and T are now available with the Dana Spicer
S series of single-reduction, single-drive axles, ranging from 16,pound to 21,pound gross axle
weight rating. Ford to make all-electric version of its F truck. Jun 2, â€” Ford will make an
all-electric plugin version of the F pickup truck. Bringing a demo truck into Canada. Isuzu
announces Class 5 gasoline trucks to join lineup. Jun 2, â€” Isuzu Commercial Truck of America
Anaheim, California announced production plans for its and model-year lineup. Aspen

Equipment promotes Cole Lundeen to inside sales for railroad division. Previously, Aspen
Equipment hired Lundeen for the service writer position. Jun 2, â€” Sales-i announced its
partnership with Karmak Carlinville, Illinois to deliver unrivaled insight into customer accounts.
Through this strategic partnership, customers will have instant access to a complete degree
view of customer accounts. SEA Electric achieves patent milestone. Eaton Cummins Automated
Transmission Technologies joint venture adds new downspeed overdrive model. Jun 2, â€”
Eaton Cummins Automated Transmission Technologies joint venture announced the addition of
a new downspeed overdrive model to its broad range of Eaton and Cummins SmartAdvantage
Powertrains. Initial jobless claims drop 25, to , Jun 2, â€” The number of Americans who applied
for unemployment benefits last week sank by 25, to ,, marking the second-lowest level of the
current economic expansion. Building a customer-centric website: focus on the user
experience. Lee Summit, Missouri announced Mike Ferraiolo accepted the position of vice
president of sales. Ferraiolo brings more than 20 years of experience helping customers in
numerous industrial markets. First medium-duty Chevy Silverado trucks ship to dealers. The
trucks were first shown to the public at WTS Hiab appoints Scott Hall to lead global sales and
services. Jun 2, â€” Hiab, part of Cargotec, appointed Scott Hall as senior vice president, sales
and services. Hall will lead Hiab's global sales and services function and drive sales and
services excellence across Hiab's global network. Jun 2, â€” FCA is relocating production of its
next-generation Ram Heavy Duty truck from a production location in Mexico to an assembly
plant in Michigan. Medium and heavy truck sales down 13 percent in October. Jun 2, â€”
Medium and heavy truck sales were down 13 percent in October over the same period a year
ago and down 5 percent from the previous month. Jun 2, â€” XL Hybrids, Inc. Steel prices on
the rise â€” for now. Kenworth cabovers receive more Dana Spicer axle options. Jun 2, â€”
Kenworth Kirkland, Washington announced the K and K medium-duty cabovers will now be
available with three Dana Spicer axle series for different applications. Jun 2, â€” Fontaine
Modification Fleet Services Statesville, North Carolina installs solar panel systems from eNow
Solar Energy Solutions in response to increased fleet demand for the capability to collect and
use solar energy to power auxiliary power units. Detail Page. VT Hackney announces retirement
and district sales manager. The Company hired Niki Mikolike as the new district sales manager.
Hitachi Capital America names senior vice president and GM of transportation finance. Mitchell
1 enhances wiring diagram navigation in TruckSeries repair software. Jun 2, â€” Mitchell 1
Poway, California announced the latest upgrade to their truck repair software suite includes
enhanced wiring diagrams featuring intelligent navigation. Commercial vehicle certification
series â€” part one. Executive Leadership Summit brings perspective to key industry issues.
Stellar Industries mourns the loss of Margaret Tue. Garner, Iowa announced the passing of
industry-veteran Margaret Tue. Tue started with Stellar in March of Safe Fleet forms commercial
vehicle division. Craig Bonham. Intercon opens new facility in Pennsylvania. Aston,
Pennsylvania completed its relocation and construction project at A Conchester Highway in
Aston, Pennsylvania. Chevrolet expands its low cab forward range with a new Class 6 truck. Jun
2, â€” Chevrolet Detroit, Michigan announced it's expanding their range of low cab forward
trucks with a new dock-height Class 6 model â€” the XD. BrandFX to consolidate production
capabilities in Iowa. The move is designed to help the company optimize manufacturing
operations and efficiencies for its composite bodies. Hendrickson announces organizational
changes. Jun 2, â€” Hendrickson Itasca, Illinois announced Matt Joy was promoted to the
position of chief operating officer. The Company also announced two additional changes.
Support FET repeal. Ridewell announces the passing of Claude Sauriol. Jun 2, â€” With great
sadness, Ridewell Suspensions Springfield, Missouri announced the sudden death of Claude
Sauriol, regional sales manager for Canada. GM redesigns Duramax 6. Jun 2, â€” General
Motors has announced that a newly redesigned Duramax 6. Medium and heavy truck sales
down seven percent in September. Auto Truck Group offers Mercedes-Benz ship-thru. Jun 2,
â€” Auto Truck Group entered into a new agreement with Mercedes-Benz to offer ship-thru
service for the Mercedes van product line. Miller Industries announces new solutions for heavy
loads. Ooltewah, Tennessee now offers a high-pressure air bag lifting kit, ideal for use in
heavy-duty recoveries. Henderson Products awarded four-year national contract through
Sourcewell. Jun 2, â€” Henderson Products, Inc. Manchester, Iowa awarded Sourcewell contract
for procurement of brine production, application and storage systems. Karmak announces
Modula integration. Carlinville, Illinois announced integration with Modula, a high-quality
storage and retrieval solution designed to optimize space and improve warehouse management.
Daimler Trucks merges global autonomous efforts into one group. Jun 2, â€” Daimler Trucks is
pooling its autonomous trucking efforts into a global group to put highly automated trucks on
U. Fontaine Modification installs Merlin Solar Panels; help fleets avoid expensive jumpstarts.
Jun 2, â€” Fontaine Modification Charlotte, North Carolina announced it now offers installation

of solar panel systems from Merlin Solar for customers nationwide. Truck-Lite receives
innovation award from Buffalo Business First. Business First honors manufacturing companies
that represent a major economic force. Cummins announces expansion of X15 portfolio. Jun 2,
â€” Cummins Inc. Columbus, Indiana announced the expansion of its X15 portfolio with a new
X15 Efficiency Series engine and the X15 Productivity Series, offering operational efficiency
without compromising the performance and drivability that driv. White paper: Specs for weight
distribution and bridge laws. VT Hackney announces district sales manager for Kidron
products. Washington, North Carolina hired Michael Cecala as northern Midwest district sales
manager, responsible for the Kidron refrigerated truck body and trailer product lines. Daimler
taps Daum to head global truck and bus business. Where is the green fleet? CM Truck Beds
announces key additions to product lineup. This LED module offers two unique functions to
increase equipment visibility to commuters and other equipment operators. Jun 2, â€” Lightning
Systems, a global developer of efficiency and emissions improvement solutions for fleets,
announced that its new LightningElectric zero-emissions package for the Ford Transit HD has
been approved for the New York Truck-Voucher Incentive. Isuzu technicians wins silver in world
technical challenge. Anaheim, California announced its U. Mitsubishi Fuso makes personnel
announcements. Lognan Twp. Fontaine Modification opens new Michigan facility to support
Detroit Chassis. Jun 2, â€” Fontaine Modification Charlotte, North Carolina opened its tenth
modification center located in the greater Detroit, Michigan, area. Phase 2 GHG rules to curtail
use of glider kits. Jun 2, â€” Glider kits â€” new trucks that are equipped with older engines and
drivetrain components â€” will be almost outlawed by Karmak announces addition of Ford
Integrations in Fusion. Carlinville, Illinois announced a suite of new Ford integrations in Fusion.
Lightning Systems rolls out all-electric Ford Transit. Jun 2, â€” The new Lightning Systems
zero-emissions hydrogen fuel cell range extender for the LightningElectric Ford Transit has
been developed in partnership with several industry partners and will extend the range of the LE
50 to over miles. Hazardous materials: Adoption of miscellaneous petitions to reduce regulatory
burdens. Maintainer expands its electric-hydraulic crane line. Sheldon, Iowa announced the
addition of new foot electric-hydraulic and hydraulic cranes to its innovative line of service
truck cranes. Vanair announces new regional sales managers. Parks as Western regional sales
manager. Hino Trucks announces partnership with Los Angeles Rams. The low-profile,
ceiling-mounted HVAC will make it possible for OEMs and cabin manufacturers to design
vehicle-control spaces with increased headroom. Safe Fleet acquires Roll-Rite. Roll-Rite is an
industry-leading provider of innovative OEM and aftermarket safety products that protect cargo,
reduce risks to drivers and roadways, and improve fleet effic. Hendrickson announces new VP
of marketing. Jun 2, â€” Hendrickson Itasca, Illinois announced Jeff Sass joined in a new key
role as vice president of marketing. It will enable the parent of Freightliner and Western Star
Trucks to do more broad-based vehicle testing not far from its Portland headquarters. ISM
manufacturing index hits Jun 2, â€” Economic activity in the manufacturing sector expanded in
March for the 94th consecutive month. The index hit Navistar's Fleet Charge program celebrates
30 years. Leo Wieseler passes away. Wieseler Jr. GM proposes nationwide zero-emissions
vehicle sales mandate. Jun 2, â€” General Motors says it will ask the federal government for one
national gas mileage standard, including a requirement that a percentage of auto companies'
sales be zero-emissions vehicles. Vanair introduces new patent-pending Integrated Separator
Tank. The new separator tank design features integrated manifolds containing a minimum
pressure valve, thermo-valve, and more. The Service Truck Power Kit is an assembled power kit
connecting to an existing power supply. Ranger Design adds accessories to QuickShip
program. Products on QuickShip ordered from Ranger Design before 1 p. EST ship from their
factory the next business day. Terex Utilities to deliver 5, aerial devices to China. GTA data
logger drive and duty cycle analysis program. Bonnell expansion leads to updated customer
journey. Jun 2, â€” Bonnell Industries Inc Dixon, Illinois recently implemented a number of
changes to increase convenience and streamline the purchasing and servicing process. PPG
adds adhesives and sealants research facility. ReeferTek adds refrigerated truck body
conversion capability. Jun 2, â€” ReeferTek USA, a national manufacturer of refrigerated vans,
recently introduced a new line of refrigerated truck bodies. Sheldon, Iowa announced the
addition of Chantell Abshire as chief financial officer and head of human resources and safety.
Upfitters' recall responsibilities. Jun 2, â€” In the last year, record numbers of vehicle recalls
have been reported. Klein Products achieves ISO certification. This accomplishment
demonstrates the company uses an effective quality management system. Ranger Design
revamps Partskeeper cases and cabinets. Jun 2, â€” Ranger Design Montreal, Quebec launched
a revamped version of one of their most popular product lines, the Partskeeper cases and
cabinets. Terex Utilities appoints new VP and general manager. Jun 2, â€” Terex Utilities
appointed Clint Weber to vice president and general manager. In this role, Weber will have

overall responsibility for leading the worldwide business. Hino celebrates grand opening of new
manufacturing facility in Mineral Wells, West Virginia. Truck Equipment Glossary - J. Monroe
Truck Equipment announces new vice president. Jun 2, â€” Monroe Truck Equipment Inc. CM
Truck Beds adds service bodies to portfolio. Curry Supply expands marketing department.
Keystone Automotive announces new speed and performance lines. Exeter, Pennsylvania
added new lines to its speed and performance lineup this year. A perspective on workforce
development Jun 2, â€”. Federal budget season opens Jun 2, â€”. Muncie Power Products
announces new senior executive director Jun 2, â€” Muncie Power Products Muncie, Indiana
announced Alan Jones as the new senior executive director of engineering. Executive
Leadership Summit helps industry companies navigate a changing world Jun 2, â€”. Truck
Equipment Glossary - N Jun 2, â€”. Ridewell Suspensions expands engineering team Jun 2, â€”
Ridewell Suspensions Springfield, Missouri added Robert Cummings to the engineering team
as a design engineer. TE Powertrain Jun 2, â€”. Mack announces medium-duty truck line Jun 2,
â€” Mack Trucks is getting into the medium-duty business, announcing an all-new Mack MD
series of medium-duty trucks, with production to start in July in a new manufacturing facility in
Roanoke Valley, Virginia. Mickey's new reefer body designed for city deliveries Jun 2, â€”
Mickey Truck Bodies designed a new refrigerated van body featuring thermal-efficient
composite panels on the roof, walls and floor designed to maintain the inside temperature from
0 degrees to 32 degrees F more efficiently than conventional panels. Important upcoming dates
Jun 2, â€”. Diversification success stories Jun 2, â€”. August truck orders show modest
monthly increase Jun 2, â€” Early reports on Class 8 truck orders for the month of August show
a modest increase compared to July, but as manufacturers open up slots for , it seems that
fleets are in no hurry to fill them. WorkTruckCert celebrates anniversary with enhanced data
integration model Jun 2, â€”. Truck Equipment Glossary - K Jun 2, â€”. Daimler Truck, Volvo
Group form fuel cell joint venture Jun 2, â€” Daimler Truck AG and the Volvo Group agreed to
join forces in an effort to speed up the development, establishment and acceptance of fuel cell
vehicles. Lightning Systems announces new all-electric, low cab forward Class 6 model Jun 2,
â€” Lightning Systems Loveland, Colorado announced a new all-electric low cab forward model
for commercial and government fleets in the Class 6 segment. Tracking of workplace injuries
and illnesses Jun 2, â€”. Peterson launches updated website Jun 2, â€” Peterson Manufacturing
Company Grandview, Missouri launched its newly-updated website at pmlights. Increased
infrastructure spending expected Jun 2, â€”. Construction Sector Report Jun 2, â€”. Path to
leadership: A conversation with Jeff Messer Jun 2, â€”. Parts and services marketing in the
work truck industry Jun 2, â€”. Bosch debuts Class diagnostic scan tool Jun 2, â€” Bosch
announced a new HDS heavy duty scan tool, which the company said is designed to be an
easy-to-use, cost-effective solution for technicians working on Class trucks. Industry
profitability resources Jun 2, â€”. Terex Utilities online training assists students, apprentices,
and experienced operators Jun 2, â€” Terex Utilities Watertown, South Dakota announced The
Edge online training curriculum, offering a convenient, self-paced training tool for operators
seeking to document their understanding of Aerial Device and Digger Derrick operation.
Balancing improvement and innovation Jun 2, â€”. California state motor vehicle pollution
control standards Jun 2, â€” The Environmental Protection Agency EPA issued a notice for
public hearing and comment. Fontaine Modification opens new truck modification center in
Texas Jun 2, â€” Fontaine Modification Fleet Services has moved its Laredo, Texas,
modification center 14 miles down the road to a new 27,square-foot facility adjacent to
TruckMovers, a yard management and third-party logistics service provider. SuperSprings
announces new search engine Jun 2, â€” SuperSprings International Carpinteria, California
announced the SuperSprings Product Finder, a new search engine to help distributors, upfitters
and end-user customers research and see all the front and rear suspension upgrade options
available. March truck sales surge Jun 2, â€” March retail truck sales showed big
month-to-month gains across the board, but the market will be increasingly challenged to keep
up with the torrid pace set in Stellar announces new regional sales manager Jun 2, â€” Stellar
Industries Inc. Mack offers LR model in 4x2 configuration Jun 2, â€” Mack Trucks' low-entry
refuse cabover, the Mack LR, is being offered in a 4x2 configuration as a lighter, more
maneuverable option for refuse collection. Henderson Products announces relocation of Illinois
facility Jun 2, â€” Henderson Products Manchester, Iowa announced their Illinois installation
and distribution center moved to Huntley, Illinois. Generation Next offers professional and
workforce development at WTS17 Jun 2, â€” With industry talent at a premium, companies are
seeking resources on recruiting, retaining and engaging the next generation of employees.
Vanair announces retirement of Al Keithly Jun 2, â€” Vanair Michigan City, Indiana announced
the retirement of Al Keithley, after After 13 years working as the director of operations and then
as vice president of vehicle integration. United Truck Bodies develops new safety and stability

improvements for Jun 2, â€” United Truck Bodies Phoenix, Arizona unveiled the new safety
features and improvements for its utility bodies in Winning matters but so does failing Jun 2,
â€”. Peterson introduces Timer Box Switch Jun 2, â€” Peterson Manufacturing Grandview,
Missouri introduced the Timer Box Switch, a new system for controlling interior cargo lights
with push-button ease and timed convenience. Hyva Corp announces crane solution for vehicle
recovery Jun 2, â€” Hyva Corp Bensonville, Illinois announced a crane solution for vehicle
recovery, simple, but effective, and ideal for situations where it is impossible for conventional
recovery trucks to reach. NHTSA's rearview camera requirements affect commercial vehicles
Jun 2, â€” Steve Spata and Susan Dehne stook attendees on what Spata called an "enchanted
journey" that would make the regulatory language easier to understand. Allison provides
commercial-duty transmissions for the new International CV series Jun 2, â€” Allison
Transmission Indianapolis, Indiana announced the Allison Series and Series are the exclusive
fully automatic transmissions for the newly introduced International CV Series vocational
trucks. Link completes family of self-steer auxiliary suspensions with 20K model Jun 2, â€” Link
Manufacturing Sioux Center, Iowa announced it will unveil details of its newly updated and
improved 20K self-steer suspension in booth at The Work Truck Show in Indianapolis, Indiana.
Truck Equipment Glossary - E Jun 2, â€”. Motiv introducing cost-cutting battery controller for
its EV chassis Jun 2, â€” Electric truck developer Motiv Power Systems Foster City, California
developed a new unified battery controller that can cut costs, increase cargo capacity and
speed up the build process for trucks based on its medium-duty EPIC chassis. Palfleet
announces One Palfleet plan to better serve customers Jun 2, â€” PalFleet Truck Equipment
PalFleet Tiffin, Ohio recently established a centralized management team and three focused
divisions within the organization to best serve their customers: truck equipment, material
handling and service. Determining gross combined weight rating Jun 2, â€”. Whelen
Engineering launches new products Jun 2, â€” Whelen Engineering Chester, Connecticut
introduced several new products designed for optimal intensity and dependability, keeping
emergency response professionals and the public safe at every scene. NTEA releases training
module on powertrain systems Jun 2, â€”. Transfer Flow introduces gallon replacement tank for
F power stroke diesel pickup Jun 2, â€” Transfer Flow Inc. Hendrickson launches new
suspension and axle solutions for the Terex T Truck Crane Jun 2, â€” Hendrickson Itasca,
Illinois announced availability of a 48, pound tandem front air suspension and axle system and
a 60, pound capacity tandem rear air suspension. Hours of service of drivers Jun 2, â€”. Allied
Body Works announces personnel changes Jun 2, â€” Allied Body Works Seattle, Washington
announced personnel promotions to newly-created positions. Kussmaul Electronics introduces
mini battery voltage meter Jun 2, â€” Kussmaul Electronics West Sayville, New York released
the easy-to-mount universal indicator displaying current battery voltage. Terms of service Jun
2, â€”. New report reveals industry sales Jun 2, â€”. Quick guide to industry acronyms Jun 2,
â€” Understanding the many industry acronyms and terms can be overwhelming. Ridewell
releases short track disc brake axles Jun 2, â€” Ridewell Suspensions Springfield, Missouri
released a new series of short track axles that can easily be configured with Automatic Tire
Inflation Systems. Peterbilt adds Wingman Advanced safety system to more medium duty
models Jun 2, â€” Peterbilt announced that its medium-duty Models and will now be available
with the Bendix Wingman Advanced safety system. Bonnell Industries Inc awarded snow and
ice handling equipment contract Jun 2, â€” Bonnell Industries Inc Dixon, Illinois announced
they were awarded a contract in the snow and ice handling equipment category through
Sourcewell. Class trucks pace improved truck sales in May Jun 2, â€” Retail sales of medium
and heavy trucks were up slightly in May, although the year-to-date total continues to lag due to
the weaker Class 8 market, according to figures compiled by WardsAuto. Vehicle lightweighting
â€” A critical path to success Jun 2, â€”. Peterbilt offers new powertrain, safety options for
trucks Jun 2, â€” Peterbilt announced that the Paccar Automatic Transmission is now available
as an option with Paccar MX diesel engines. Temporary exemption from motor vehicle safety
and bumper standards Jun 2, â€”. Medium-duty orders cool in October Jun 2, â€” Orders of
classes vehicles fell 1. Work Truck Solutions announces new commercial dealer training and
education Jun 2, â€” Work Truck Solutions Chico, California partnered with Skillo, a Learning
Management System, to offer dealerships interactive, online training on how to run their
commercial business better and sell more trucks. Path to leadership: A conversation with Eric
Jones Jun 2, â€”. Senate introduces concurrent resolution opposing Federal Excise Tax
increases Jun 2, â€”. Masterack defines executive direction with strategic new hires Jun 2, â€”
Masterack Decatur, Georgia announced the addition of three key leadership roles, including
vice president of engineering, director of fleet sales, and director of marketing and product
development. Dues Invoice Display Jun 2, â€”. Mickey Truck Bodies launches expansion plan
Jun 2, â€” Mickey Truck Bodies High Point, North Carolina announced plans to break ground on

a 20,square-foot liftgate installation facility. Allison to bring 9-speed automatic transmission to
market by Jun 2, â€” Allison Transmission plans to release the first 9-speed fully automatic
transmission in , offering fuel savings and available to help meet the next round of greenhouse
gas emissions standards. Ridewell offers factory integrated air tank for RSS suspensions Jun 2,
â€” Ridewell Suspensions Springfield, Missouri announced the availability of a pre-plumbed,
factory integrated air tank kit option for the self-steering RSS 8K, 10K, and 13K suspension
systems. Hiniker introduces new skid steer snow pushers Jun 2, â€” Hiniker Company Mankato,
Minnesota introduced its new Series Skid Steer Snow Pushers, available in and inch widths.
Vanair announces personnel additions Jun 2, â€” Vanair Michigan City, Indiana announces the
addition of Jonathan Kokot as director of service, warranty, and training; Gabby Gearheart in
the engineering department; and Marcus Thoreson as senior design engineer. Truck OEMs shift
into high gear with new products Jun 2, â€” January through March is a busy time for work
truck suppliers as they roll out new models and technology. Allison Transmission reveals fully
integrated electric propulsion system for commercial trucks Jun 2, â€” At the Advanced Clean
Technology ACT Expo, Allison Transmission is introducing the new AXE Series, one of the
most powerful e-axle systems for medium- and heavy-duty trucks in the world. Detroit Chassis
announces staff changes Jun 2, â€” Detroit Chassis Detroit, Michigan announced Pradeep
Kashyap joined as vice president of engineering and program management. Truck Equipment
Glossary - D Jun 2, â€”. Vanair announces director of procurement and supply chain Jun 2, â€”
Vanair Michigan City, Indiana announced Greg Kelly was promoted to director of procurement
and supply chain. Truck Product Conference showcases new model year vehicles Jun 2, â€”.
Work Truck Solutions adds to senior leadership team Jun 2, â€” Work Truck Solutions Chico,
California announced the addition of Shawn Horswill, vice president of customer success, and
Joe Schneider, vice president of marketing and sales operations. Empowering your team
through education Jun 2, â€”. Kenworth T and T now offer Dana Spicer S Series single-drive
axles Jun 2, â€” Kenworth Kirkland, Washington announced T and T are now available with the
Dana Spicer S series of single-reduction, single-drive axles, ranging from 16,pound to 21,pound
gross axle weight rating. Ford to make all-electric version of its F truck Jun 2, â€” Ford will
make an all-electric plugin version of the F pickup truck. Bringing a demo truck into Canada Jun
2, â€”. Isuzu announces Class 5 gasoline trucks to join lineup Jun 2, â€” Isuzu Commercial
Truck of America Anaheim, California announced production plans for its and model-year
lineup. Aspen Equipment promotes Cole Lundeen to inside sales for railroad division Jun 2, â€”
Aspen Equipment Bloomington, Minnesota promoted Cole Lundeen to inside sales for the
railroad division. Eaton Cummins Automated Transmission Technologies joint venture adds
new downspeed overdrive model Jun 2, â€” Eaton Cummins Automated Transmission
Technologies joint venture announced the addition of a new downspeed overdrive model to its
broad range of Eaton and Cummins SmartAdvantage Powertrains. Initial jobless claims drop 25,
to , Jun 2, â€” The number of Americans who applied for unemployment benefits last week sank
by 25, to ,, marking the second-lowest level of the current economic expansion. Building a
customer-centric website: focus on the user experience Jun 2, â€”. First medium-duty Chevy
Silverado trucks ship to dealers Jun 2, â€” The Chevrolet Silverado HD, HD, and HD chassis cab
trucks â€” the first-ever medium-duty Silverado trucks â€” are in production and on their way to
dealerships starting Dec. Hiab appoints Scott Hall to lead global sales and services Jun 2, â€”
Hiab, part of Cargotec, appointed Scott Hall as senior vice president, sales and services.
Medium and heavy truck sales down 13 percent in October Jun 2, â€” Medium and heavy truck
sales were down 13 percent in October over the same period a year ago and down 5 percent
from the previous month. LightingGuideDetails Jun 2, â€”. Steel prices on the rise â€” for now
Jun 2, â€”. Kenworth cabovers receive more Dana Spicer axle options Jun 2, â€” Kenworth
Kirkland, Washington announced the K and K medium-duty cabovers will now be available with
three Dana Spicer axle series for different applications. Fontaine Modification installs eNow
Solar Power Units on their trucks Jun 2, â€” Fontaine Modification Fleet Services Statesville,
North Carolina installs solar panel systems from eNow Solar Energy Solutions in response to
increased fleet demand for the capability to collect and use solar energy to power auxiliary
power units. Mitchell 1 enhances wiring diagram navigation in TruckSeries repair software Jun
2, â€” Mitchell 1 Poway, California announced the latest upgrade to their truck repair software
suite includes enhanced wiring diagrams featuring intelligent navigation. Commercial vehicle
certification series â€” part one Jun 2, â€”. Executive Leadership Summit brings perspective to
key industry issues Jun 2, â€”. JobBankRedirect Jun 2, â€”. Chevrolet expands its low cab
forward range with a new Class 6 truck Jun 2, â€” Chevrolet Detroit, Michigan announced it's
expanding their range of low cab forward trucks with a new dock-height Class 6 model â€” the
XD. Hendrickson announces organizational changes Jun 2, â€” Hendrickson Itasca, Illinois
announced Matt Joy was promoted to the position of chief operating officer. Support FET repeal

Jun 2, â€”. Ridewell announces the passing of Claude Sauriol Jun 2, â€” With great sadness,
Ridewell Suspensions Springfield, Missouri announced the sudden death of Claude Sauriol,
regional sales manager for Canada. Karmak announces Modula integration Jun 2, â€” Karmak
Inc. Daimler Trucks merges global autonomous efforts into one group Jun 2, â€” Daimler Trucks
is pooling its autonomous trucking efforts into a global group to put highly automated trucks on
U. Fontaine Modification installs Merlin Solar Panels; help fleets avoid expensive jumpstarts
Jun 2, â€” Fontaine Modification Charlotte, North Carolina announced it now offers installation
of solar panel systems from Merlin Solar for customers nationwide. Cummins announces
expansion of X15 portfolio Jun 2, â€” Cummins Inc. White paper: Specs for weight distribution
and bridge laws Jun 2, â€”. Fontaine Modification opens new Michigan facility to support Detroit
Chassis Jun 2, â€” Fontaine Modification Charlotte, North Carolina opened its tenth
modification center located in the greater Detroit, Michigan, area. Phase 2 GHG rules to curtail
use of glider kits Jun 2, â€” Glider kits â€” new trucks that are equipped with older engines and
drivetrain components â€” will be almost outlawed by Lightning Systems rolls out all-electric
Ford Transit Jun 2, â€” The new Lightning Systems zero-emissions hydrogen fuel cell range
extender for the LightningElectric Ford Transit has been developed in partnership with several
industry partners and will extend the range of the LE 50 to over miles. Hazardous materials:
Adoption of miscellaneous petitions to reduce regulatory burdens Jun 2, â€”. Maintainer
expands its electric-hydraulic crane line Jun 2, â€” Maintainer Corporation of Iowa Inc.
Hendrickson announces new VP of marketing Jun 2, â€” Hendrickson Itasca, Illinois announced
Jeff Sass joined in a new key role as vice president of marketing. GM proposes nationwide
zero-emissions vehicle sales mandate Jun 2, â€” General Motors says it will as
power steering 2005 chevy malibu
lowrance x135 manual
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k the federal government for one national gas mileage standard, including a requirement that a
percentage of auto companies' sales be zero-emissions vehicles. GTA data logger drive and
duty cycle analysis program Jun 2, â€”. Bonnell expansion leads to updated customer journey
Jun 2, â€” Bonnell Industries Inc Dixon, Illinois recently implemented a number of changes to
increase convenience and streamline the purchasing and servicing process. ReeferTek adds
refrigerated truck body conversion capability Jun 2, â€” ReeferTek USA, a national
manufacturer of refrigerated vans, recently introduced a new line of refrigerated truck bodies.
Upfitters' recall responsibilities Jun 2, â€” In the last year, record numbers of vehicle recalls
have been reported. Ranger Design revamps Partskeeper cases and cabinets Jun 2, â€” Ranger
Design Montreal, Quebec launched a revamped version of one of their most popular product
lines, the Partskeeper cases and cabinets. Truck Equipment Glossary - J Jun 2, â€”.

